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Chairman’s message
We enter 2018, our 85th
anniversary year, in good
shape and with a full
programme ahead of us.
the london festival team,
now comprising more than
20 members from many
branches, are working
tirelessly to ﬁnish the
details of that event, and
we must thank them for the
time and effort they are
putting in on behalf of the
zone. there are still one or
two places left on the
festival, and at individual
dinners, so you have not missed the boat, watch out for
announcements and on the website.
you will recall at the last abrM and agM in september 2017 we
agreed to replace the abrM with a nominations committee and
a Members forum open to all members. this would allow the
Members forum and agM to take place on the same occasion
with an open discussion, together with a social event, and save
members and committee the time and expense that would be
incurred if they were separate.

our numbers up to eleven. also, tricia fletcher and david
chapman have swapped roles. tricia is now awards ofﬁcer, so
send your awards nominations to her, and david is now
company (iWfs ea ltd) and committee (exco) secretary.
several members are due to step down at the end of this year
so if you are willing to take a turn on committee please talk to
any of our committee members. remember you are always
welcome to come and observe what happens at our quarterly
meetings, the next one being in birmingham on thursday 12th
april.
My diary is ﬁlling up fast, after two months organising and
running our usual, and very busy, caMra beer festivals in the
north West, chris and i head out to see our family and
grandchildren in sydney prior to joining the apz perth festival
and council Meeting. We are then leading the irish delights
pre-tour in May followed by the london festival. We are always
pleased to get invites to join branch events, and diary
permitting will endeavour to meet up with you. please let us,
and other members know what you are planning, particularly for
the 85th anniversary celebrations.

Ian Nicol
chair, eaz and international council of Management

bristol & bath and hereford & Monmouth branches offered to
put the ﬁrst of these events together and it will be held in
bristol on 23rd to 24th september. please reserve the dates in
your diary. We aim to move these around, so that over time,
many branches can participate. We must remember we are
europe africa zone and we are pleased that Valencia branch are
looking to organise the event in 2019.
news on our eaz executive committee is that we welcomed
peter diamond to his ﬁrst committee meeting in January taking
Cover photo: The Reichenbach Falls (photo by Angela Britland, Merseyside and Mid-Cheshire branch member, see page 33).

the society was formed on 20th october 1933 in london
by wine writer andré l simon and bibliophile a. J.
symons. Within a month there were 230
members. today there are over 6,000 in 139
branches worldwide.
the society, which is an independent
non-proﬁt making organisation run by
volunteers, is divided into three areas
– the europe africa zone, the asia
paciﬁc zone, and the americas.

health and that an intelligent approach to the pleasures
and problems of the table offers far greater rewards
than mere satisfaction of appetites.”
in the over indulgent society of the 21st
century we endeavour to examine some
of the excesses of the western diet
and to persuade consumers of the
need for quality rather than quantity
in the food and drink they consume.
to this end we support suppliers of
quality produce worldwide.

in andré’s words,
“The purpose of the Society is to bring
together and serve all who believe that a
right understanding of good food and wine is
an essential part of personal contentment and
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new members are always welcome,
please see page 3 for details. please
also visit our website www.iwfs.org or for
information about the society in brief visit
our Wikipedia page http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
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Editorial
in the autumn i attended the boulestin restaurant event in london which reminded
me how good food can be in the hands of a top brigade and how much nicer it is to
be savouring it in the company of others who appreciate it equally. this meal was
organised by peter diamond who tasked the chef into deciding what he wanted to
cook for us, thereby allowing him extra versatility outside of the constraints of the
menu structure, and providing added value to us as members.
My second foray was to the Jeffrey benson/bernard lamb jointly organised
competition between australian and french wines (see write-up). the tasting had us
using our eyes, nose, palate and memory, and trying to make sense of the incoming
sensory information and subsequently marrying that with the verbal feedback: exactly
what a good tasting should encourage, and great fun.
our members have sent in write-ups of in-depth tastings (beaujolais, Madeira), with
extensive background information on the wines – not only are they very informative,
but they also highlight the breadth of expertise and experience that we can call on
within the iWfs. We need to make sure that we attract the next generations and
develop their passion “for the harmony of solids and liquids” (as per andré simon’s
vision) to that matching or outstripping ours! comparative tasting of english heritage
apple juices anyone?
branch events range from tudor re-creations (minus the sawdust and manners) to
vertical tastings of haut brion, via indian herbs and spices and even a tour to
switzerland for its chocolate and fondues…
events are not the only thing that has been happening. behind the scenes members
have been organising medals to recognise amazing contributions to the society and
to recognise excellence in restaurants. and others are working tirelessly to organise
international festivals or weekend events. stephanie shepherds shares her
recollections of the baltic festival (letters to the editor); mine revolve around a postmidnight team in the corridor of a piccadilly hotel for the 60th anniversary festival
trying to ﬁnalise table and name badges, when a late night reveller asked me to ﬁx his
cravate! all in the pursuit of food and wine…

Nathalie Rosin
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Contributors
Madeira Party in Baltimore
Mannie Berk is founder and president of the
rare Wine co., one of america’s most
respected wine merchants based in brisbane,
california. in 2002, he was named food &
Wine’s best Wine importer. he is a threetime James beard award semi-ﬁnalist and
two-time Wine advocate Wine personality of
the year. Mannie is the us or california representative for some
of europe’s greatest wine producers, while specialising in past
vintages of all the world’s greatest wines. among the estates he
represents are (piemonte) giacomo conterno, bartolo
Mascarello, g.b. burlotto and giuseppe Mascarello;
(champagne) Jacques selosse and philipponnat; (loire)
domaine huet; (rhone) rené rostaing; (spain) pingus, alvaro
palacios and Valdespino sherry; and (Madeira) Vinhos barbeito
and pereira d’oliveira.
over the past 27 years, he has made the rare Wine co.
america’s ﬁnest source for Madeira, and he is personally
considered a leading authority on that wine and its rich history.
Andrew Jones is a lawyer by profession and has been a
member of the society for over thirty years. he was one of the
original members of the cayman islands branch, of which he
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Beaujolais Nouveau
Ron Barker is currently chairman of the iWfs
Wines committee. he has been a member of
blackpool & fylde coast branch for 17 years
and has been branch chairman since 2016. he
has served as chairman of the eaz, and a
member of the international council of
Management. prior to that, he edited this magazine. before his
involvement with iW&fs he organised and led wine tours
around the world, visiting 16 different wine producing countries.
he was also a wine judge working with the international Wine
challenge for 13 years and various lifestyle magazines. outside
wine and food, he served as a Magistrate in the duchy of
lancashire for 35 years and was involved with the management
of the probation service. in that way he can be said to be a
judge of wine and men!
The Great Fire of 2017
Veedercrest estates was originally set up
by an investment group in the early 1970s,
with Ron Fenolio as co-principal and now
sole owner. Veedercrest was one of the
early pioneering wine estates and has
garnered many international awards.
since then it has evolved primarily into a napa cabernet
sauvignon winery specialising in single vineyard hillside
properties. there are currently seven cabernet sauvignons in
the line including Mt. Veeder, st. helena/glass Mountain,
oakville bench, rutherford bench, and napa Valley cuvées. ron
states that his passions include food, wine and travel, especially
travel to italy and the Mediterranean countries. he is a member
of Marin county branch in california.
veedercrestwines.com

chairman’s Message

was chairman for many years, and has also
been a member of new york branch since
2006. he has served as a director of iWfs
americas (and its predecessor) since 2005
and is currently one of its representatives on
the society’s international council.
andrew started buying vintage Madeira at
christie’s in the early 1980s, at a time when
Michael broadbent was able to source great old wines in
quantities which now seem unimaginable. having built up a
substantial collection over the years, he is able to put on
tastings for members of the society.

Taillevent: Paris Versus London
Roger Austin joined the leicester branch in 1986 and has been
a member and twice chairman ever since. he ﬁrst tasted
champagne in 1945 aged eleven, as part of the Ve celebrations
and, since 1961, has collected the labels of his wine bottles
together with notes in nine books. he has enthusiastically
arranged branch visits in england and
france.
his particular interest is in the changes in
the technology of wine making and the
effect that he believes he can perceive in
the products and hopes to continue this
research for many years.
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News from the International Secretariat
“one of the aims of our society is to overcome indifference to
the ﬂavour, variety and cooking of food, as well as the
ignorance of the merits and charm of wine. such ignorance
and indifference are the cause of dull meals, and dull meals
never did anyone any good. We stand for common sense in
food and drink. We stand for greater pleasure, proﬁt and
economy in the choice of meals. We stand for better health,
better tempers and better values through the better
understanding and keener appreciation of food and wine, of
ﬂavour and vintages, of the harmony of solids and liquids.

dear eaz members,
Many of you will now be aware that this is the year of the
society’s 85th anniversary and will already be making plans as to
how you can mark this occasion. Whether you were aware, or
not, i just want to let you know that some help is at hand. below
are some details about the inaugural dinner of the society
along with the resources available to help you create and launch
a memorable event.
2018: The Society’s 85th Anniversary
november 14th, 2018 is the day the society celebrates its 85th
anniversary and will be an opportunity for members around the
world to organise a sparkling event – not only to celebrate the
history but the now and the future. it is hoped that events will
run around all corners of the globe – from Moscow to
Manchester, helsinki to hong Kong, Valencia to Vancouver. this
could also be an opportunity to invite potential new members
to get a taste of this great society and build for the future.

MENU
le hors d’oeuvre alsacien
la perdrix aux choux
le fromage de Munster
le gougloff de colmar
compote de Mirabelles
WINES
dopff’s réserve riesling 1929
dopff’s gewürtztraminer 1929
dopff’s grande réserve traminer 1928
The now
Inaugural dinner menu and recipes to assist you in replicating
or creating your own celebratory menu are available for you to
view/download on the website* (with thanks to the americas
team).

The history
the ﬁrst meeting of the society was a lunch, held in the grand
surroundings of the café royal on regent street, in london on
14th november 1933. as recorded in issue 1, spring 1934
edition of Wine & food: “the fare and wines on that occasion
had been selected to make known to
the Members some of the most typical
dishes of alsace and some of the best
alsatian wines.” andré simon chaired
the event and after the loyal toast he
welcomed members of the society and
their guests and then made an address.
an extract from that speech is here, and
remains, i think, the basis of what the
society stands for today:
5
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We have nothing to sell. We do not compete with anybody.
We do not interfere with any of the people who produce,
import, handle and supply good food and good wine. on the
contrary, we are ready and anxious to help them all, and we
hope to receive and to deserve their wholehearted support.
We propose to hold luncheons, dinners and tastings for the
sole purpose of creating a wider interest in food and wine
among a greater number of people, not to show them how
much better and cheaper meals can be, but merely, by adding
the spice of novelty, to make it worth their while to attend such
functions and meet fellow-members who share the same
enthusiasm in the art of good living.”
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hear about it. plus if you have other documents of historical
interest for your branch, which you would like to be considered
for addition to the archives, then please email me on
sec@iwfs.org. We will aim to archive most of the 85th
anniversary menus along with the ﬁrst. they could be an
inspiration for future events and maybe even the society’s
centenary!!!
all the best for 2018 and i look forward to meeting many of you
at the london international festival in May.

Andrea Warren

André Simon at a Chicago Branch
dinner in the 1960s
85th anniversary logo – this has been created so you can
promote your event. it is available in two designs – the
“celebrating” design and the “no dates” design to help you
reproduce small versions i.e. on dinner place cards; in two
colours – iWfs burgundy or black; in various formats for
printing either from your computer or in print. the logos are
available for members, with branch admin access, on the
website*.
Archives – these are now available via the website* for
members to view and may again provide inspiration for themes
for your events now and in the future. the archives include
society events, branch events and also an extensive library of
press cuttings.
the press cuttings cover the decade from 1935 to 1945 where
the work and travels of andré simon clearly attracted the
attention of the press around the world. please do take a look
when you have a free moment to gain an insight into the
pioneering ground trod by andré simon and how in those early
days he successfully established the society as the leader in the
intelligent and healthy understanding and appreciation of wine
and food.
The future
do let us have details about your event whether it replicates the
dinner in 1933 or puts a modern twist to it, it will be great to

international secretariat
4 st James’s square,
london sW1y 4Ju
tel: +44(0)20 7827 5732
* to gain access to these documents sign in on the website as a
member, click on the europe africa / resources tab and ﬁnally click on
the appropriate tab (please note only those with branch admin access
will be able to view the logo tab).

A GIFT FOR THE BRANCHES
a supply of branded iWfs drop savers (three per branch)
has recently been purchased to assist you in your events in
2018, with compliments of the international council of
Management (icM). Many of you may already use them as
they certainly do save drops spilling onto the table when
pouring wine – but we feel you can never have enough! plus
these drop savers
have a unique design
to stop the pourer
slipping inside the
bottle. Watch out
for yours to arrive in
the coming weeks –
they will be posted
to the branch
contact, as listed on
the website. the icM
trust you will ﬁnd
them useful.

HOME FOUND FOR EARLIEST EDITIONS OF WINE & FOOD
i am very pleased to say that copies of the early editions of
Wine & food (from issue 1 to June/July 1970) have been
offered to the society, so we now once again have a complete
set of Wine & food at the ofﬁces of the international
secretariat in london. the copies were kindly donated by
robert arlott, son of the late John arlott (english journalist,
author, cricket commentator for the bbc’s test Match special,
wine correspondent for the guardian and author of several
wine books). John arlott was a longstanding member of the
society and as a wine connoisseur enjoyed his membership
and meetings with andré simon. robert arlott said that his
father treasured his collection of Wine & food and therefore
wanted them to go to a home where they could be stored
safely in memory of his father and enjoyed by others.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Baltic Cruise: No Respite for the Organiser
as the organiser, your experience is always tempered by the
need to keep an eye on the whole party, to make sure you don’t
leave anyone behind, to make sure that no one gets hurt. What
do i remember of the baltic cruise last summer?…
the rocky path from boat to restaurant in helsinki: will our guests
make it intact – they did. the scowl on the face of the guide in st
petersburg when i apologised profusely to one of our hosts for
being over an hour late for lunch – clearly she had no conception
of how important lunch is to iWfs and i thought she’d been
briefed! the conversation with a tallinn member about the
‘plastic’ such as her drivers’ licence, her medical records, her voter
registration card and more. on my ﬁrst visit to tallinn for their
great Weekend i had been astonished to ﬁnd myself standing by
a lone lamp-post in a city park which bore a sign proclaiming ‘Wiﬁ hotspot’. this was long before such signs became common in
london. they really are more ‘connected’ than we are.
the time taken to restore the constantine palace in st petersburg
now used by the city government: did the guide say six months
or six years? We only saw part of it. it probably isn’t ﬁnished. they
clearly don’t have to deal with english heritage or anything like it.
equally clearly they are prepared to throw money at anything
they consider important: an interesting comment on their politics.
they didn’t show us the communal ﬂats with their shared kitchens
and bathrooms housed in other historic palaces…
of course i will also remember the art and the architecture. that
very particular shade of blue which st petersburg seems to have
patented; the vast and splendid tsarist palaces, the apotheosis
of bling. i found the sheer size of the hermitage off-putting but
will be eternally grateful to silversea for arranging an early
morning tour before the vast complex opened to the main
tourist invasion. it was quite startling to come down into the
entrance hall and ﬁnd a seething mass of people; the galleries

had seemed busy but clearly they were destined to become still
busier before the day was out. the queue for the ladies
redeﬁned the concept: i will never complain about queues for
the bathroom in theatres and concert halls again!
in tallinn the walk through the old town was delightful, despite
the crowds and then, just as you thought you’d done enough
sightseeing, you mounted some slightly uneven steps, opened
a door in an undistinguished wall, and found yourself, magically,
in a garden with a large group of very hospitable iWfs
members. leib, the restaurant tallinn branch had chosen for
lunch, is well worth a visit if you ﬁnd yourself in the city. similarly
in helsinki, the art deco Kulosaari Kasino has fabulous views
over the gulf of finland, and our traditional finnish lunch more
than lived up to the view, rounding off beautifully a morning
spent on yet another boat watching the islands of the helsinki
archipelago slip past, admiring the houses and saunas clinging
to the wooded slopes – only just clinging, it seemed in some
cases. and Malmö branch found us probably the best meal of
the trip, at a charming restaurant just outside copenhagen,
wonderful food in a historic danish inn, such a pity there wasn’t
more time to explore the building and its location. Well, we’ll
just have to go back!

Stephanie Shepherd
General Data Protection Regulation
in May 2018 the general data protection regulation
will come into force for organisations in the european union
that hold information on members and clients. several
provisions may affect the records the iWfs holds at the central
headquarters and at branches. further information and advice
will be sent to branches before the implementation date.
advance information is available on line – search ‘gdpr’.

Peter McGahey

JOAN CARTWRIGHT

CLIVE HIRSCHSOHN

Joan cartwright (formerly don) died recently. she was 96 years
old and, until two years ago, an active member of the iWfs. she
joined the iWfs in the early 1950s when she married her ﬁrst
husband. in her younger days, she was well known throughout
the membership and travelled in europe to many events and
vineyards. she was chairman of the Mid-cheshire branch before
it merged with the Merseyside branch in the 1980s.

it is with great sadness that i have learnt of the death of clive
hirschsohn this morning (16th february), a member of iWfs for
many, many years. John and i got to know pam and clive
hirschsohn through the society but i do recall a certain young
lady in my class, lindy hirschsohn, telling me how much i’d have
in common with her parents. My wine and foodie interest had
obviously come out in class and she immediately pounced on
this tit-bit of information to mention the society. coincidentally
we were, at the time, being introduced to the society and,
before long, pam and clive took us under their wing and we
became ﬁrm friends. We lost pam in the ’80s but the annual
pam hirschsohn ladies lunch bears testament to how important
the hirschsohns were to the society. clive remained a member
after pam’s death and he and tammy came to the occasional
function before he retired from the society some years ago. our
thoughts and prayers are with their families.

she was always beautifully dressed and a very lively and
articulate companion. in the second World War she was an
ofﬁcer in the Wrens and worked with naval intelligence at
bletchley park. her personality and natural authority made her a
most effective chairman of the branch and, when necessary, a
force to be reckoned with. those who knew her well are missing
a delightful and valuable friend. unfortunately many of her
contemporaries have died. she was one of the few members
left who knew andré simon personally.

Paul Bishop

Terri Grant
cape town chair
7
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MADEIRA PARTY IN BALTIMORE
by Mannie Berk and Andrew Jones

on a 1950 visit to Madeira, sir Winston churchill was honoured
by the island’s british community with a dinner party and, as a
special tribute, his hosts opened a rare 1792 vintage Madeira.
Madeira’s longevity earns it a special place in the realm of wine.
no other wine, when a century old, will stay in perfect condition
for years in an opened bottle. no other wine can live for 200
years and still offer not only the pleasure of its antiquity, but
also the enjoyment of drinking.
the island of Madeira was ﬁrst settled by europeans in 1419,
and by 1455 a visitor from Venice wrote that Madeira’s vineyards
were the world’s most beautiful. by the 1600s, it had become
the most popular wine in britain’s north american colonies.
george Washington’s inauguration was toasted with Madeira,
as was the signing of the declaration of independence and u.s.
constitution. Wealthy families from boston to new orleans
established extensive collections of Madeira wines. sadly,
Madeira declined in popularity after the civil War and remained
in obscurity until its remarkable comeback started about 15
years ago. While Madeira will never be widely popular – too
little is made for that – it is once again becoming recognised as
one of the great wines of the world.
How Madeira is made
Madeira is produced from grapes grown on terraces cut into the
island’s steep mountainsides. like port, Madeira is a “fortiﬁed”
wine to which brandy has been added but, unlike other fortiﬁed
wines, Madeira is always subjected to warmth. inexpensive
Madeiras are heated in special vats called estufas but ﬁner
Madeiras are aged slowly by the canteiro method. under
canteiro, barrels of Madeira are left in the shippers’ lodges to
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age naturally, experiencing the wide temperature swings of the
seasons.
the best Madeiras are never bottled for sale until they have
spent at least seven years in barrel. this is needed to soften the
wine’s powerful acidity and to develop the aromatic complexity
and concentration for which Madeira is famous.
if a Madeira less than 20-years-old is released with a vintage
date on the label, it is called a colheita. if there is no vintage on
the label, then expect to see one of the following terms: 10year-old, 15-year-old, reserve or special reserve.
once a Madeira has spent at least twenty years in barrel, it
qualiﬁes to be sold as a frasqueira. until recently, these wines
were called Vintage Madeiras, but that term is no longer
permitted for new releases.
only about ten percent of the island’s vineyards are dedicated
to the most famous grapes, the so-called noble varieties. for a
wine to bear one of these grape names on the label, it must
contain at least 85% of that variety.
The grape varieties
Madeira’s total vineyard area is very small and is dominated by
tinta negra, a high yielding black grape variety which produces
big, loose bunches of thick-skinned berries that tend to taste
herbaceous. according to ofﬁcial statistics, in 2010 there were
277 ha (684 acres) of tinta negra under cultivation (mainly in
câmara de lobos in the south and in são Vincente in the north
of the island), responsible for 80-85% of the total wine
production. practically all of this wine is marketed as generic
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Madeira but it can also produce great and long-lived wines. in
2016, it ﬁnally became possible to sell a frasqueira Madeira
made from tinta negra, allowing producers for the ﬁrst time to
release extremely old tinta negras from their libraries.
Vintage wine, which must be matured in cask for at least 20
years, is made from white grape varieties and is marketed under
their varietal names: sercial, terrantez, Verdelho, bastardo, bual
and Malvasia (named from the driest to the sweetest). the
ofﬁcial statistics reﬂect that (in 2010) only about 3,200 hectolitres
of wine, representing less than 10% of the island’s production,
was made from these varieties and most of it was not destined
to be marketed as vintage wine.
Sercial: this variety has always been relatively scarce. in 2010
there were just 20 ha under cultivation, mainly in the north of
the island at altitudes up to 2,500 feet above sea level. it is a
low yielding variety which produces big bunches of mediumsized, thick skinned berries which ripen late and are prone to
rot, but resistant to oidium (a type of powdery mildew). sercial
has very high natural acidity which produces bone dry, intensely
aromatic wine. the best sercial used to come from the Quinta
do Jardim da serra but, like many of Madeira’s greatest
vineyards, it was dug up in 2003 and redeveloped as a hotel.
Verdelho: before the onslaught of the phylloxera, Verdelho was
the most widely planted variety in Madeira but it was largely
replaced by tinta negra in the subsequent replanting. by 2010,
there were 47 ha of Verdelho, mainly at low altitudes on the
north side of the island. it is a low yielding, early ripening
variety. it has high acidity, but also higher sugar levels than
sercial and produces a medium-dry fortiﬁed wine. Verdelho is
also used make unfortiﬁed wine, notably by barbeito.
Boal (Malvasia fina): this is a high quality white grape variety,
widely grown in portugal and australia where it produces fruity
perfumed elegant dry white wines. in Madeira, Malvasia fina is
known as boal and is used to produce fortiﬁed wine which is
generally sweeter than Verdelho. about 20 ha of boal are grown
in the relatively warmer south side of the island, particularly
around campanario and calheta.
Malvasia: this is a generic name given to a large number of
distinct grape varieties. historically, the very best sweet wine,
such as the cossart gordon Malmsey 1920, was made from
Malvasia candida but it is difﬁcult to grow and only about 4 ha
exist in two vineyards on the south side of the island called
Jardim do Mar and the fajã dos padres. Most wine marketed as
Malvasia or Malmsey is now made from a newly bred grape
variety called Malvasia branca de são Jorge which was
introduced in the late 1970s and now occupies about 35 ha of
vineyard. it produces high levels of both acidity and sugar and is
ideal for making the sweetest styles of Madeira.
Terrantez: once widely planted, terrantez produced some of
Madeira’s most famous wines but, because of its extremely low
yield and high susceptibility to oidium, it was largely replaced
with tinta negra following the destruction caused by
phylloxera. by the 1920s it was commercially extinct. the 1960
vintage included in this tasting appears to have been only the
second time that MWc (or any of its constituent companies)
had made a vintage terrantez in the 20th century. by 2010,

there were four plots of terrantez on the island, comprising just
2 ha in total. high levels of both acidity and sugar produce
semi-sweet highly aromatic wines.
The shippers
at the end of the nineteenth century there were over 150 wine
producers on the island of Madeira, many of whom owned their
own vineyards. today, there are just eight ﬁrms left, of which
only six are described as ‘shippers’, meaning that they export
wine. these are Justino’s Madeira Wines sa, pereira d’oliveira
(Vinhos) lda, Vinhos barbeito (Madeira) lda, h.M borges, sucrs,
lda, henriques & henriques-Vinhos s.a. and Madeira Wine
company, s.a. of these only henriques & henriques currently
produces wine from its own vineyards. the other ﬁrms depend
almost entirely upon buying in grapes from a total of about
1,500 independent growers, most of whom cultivate tiny
terraced vineyards as a part-time occupation.
Justino’s Madeira Wines SA: until 2008, the ﬁrm was known as
Vinhos Justino henriques, filhos, lda and its old stenciled
bottles bear the initials VJh. the ﬁrm was originally established
in 1870 and operated as a small and somewhat unsuccessful
family business, but the modern ﬁrm really dates back to 1994
when it became a subsidiary of la Martiniquaise group, the
second largest spirits group in france. Most of its production is
made from tinta negra and sold as undated three, ﬁve or 10
year old wines or as colheitas, meaning dated wine having a
minimum of ﬁve years in cask. a collection of vintage wines
(dated from 1933 to 1988) is currently being marketed under the
Justino’s brand name, although it represents a very small part of
the ﬁrm’s business.
Pereira D’Oliveira (Vinhos) Lda: this is a small family owned
business which was established in 1850 and is now run by luis
d’oliveira and his nephew, filipe, ﬁfth and sixth generations of
the family. the ﬁrm has operated from an attractive and
atmospheric lodge in the centre of funchal since 1911 and
recently took over the business of its neighbour, artur de barros
e sousa. the ﬁrm sold all its vineyards in são Martinho for
housing development in the 1990s and now buys in all its
grapes from around 100 independent growers. about three
quarters of these grapes are tinta negra used for the
production of ‘old wines’, including their three, ﬁve and 10 year
old ranges, all of which have undergone estufagem. d’oliveira’s
greatest strength is its unique stock of old vintage wine which
exists, in part, because the current owners’ late father refused to
9
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which had been commercially extinct for the previous 40 years.
ricardo says that he will market a single cask (800 half-litre
bottles) blended from the 2007, 2009 and 2010 vintages, either
this year or next year.

enter the export market which limited his ability to sell the stock
for nearly 40 years. today, d’oliveira is still selling the Verdelho
1850, sercial 1875, Malvasia 1875, Moscatel 1900, boal 1903 and
sercial 1937.
Vinhos Barbeito (Madeira) Lda: the ﬁrm was established in
1948 by the late Mario barbeito. in 1991, his family decided to
sell a 50% interest to Kinishita international company ltd, a
large family owned wine and spirits distributor based in Japan,
which had been handling barbeito’s Japanese exports since the
1960s. barbeito’s general manager and wine maker is ricardo
de freitas, the founder’s grandson. he is a passionate
winemaker who has made an important contribution to the
industry in many ways.
ricardo was responsible for introducing a stainless steel estufa
with a digitally-controlled heating jacket. he also introduced to
Madeira the use of robotic stainless steel lagares (developed by
the symingtons for the production of port in the douro) for
pressing and fermenting the black tinta negra grapes in a way
which simulates manual foot treading. barbeito does not own
any vineyards and buys in grapes from up to 140 independent
growers, including one farmer who, in 2004, was persuaded by
ricardo to plant an acre of bastardo, the black grape variety
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H.M Borges, Sucrs., Lda: this is a small business which has
been owned by the gonçalves family since 1932, although the
ﬁrm itself traces its origins back to a business established in
1877 by henrique Menezes borges. the ﬁrm does not own any
vineyards and buys in grapes from around 100 independent
growers. its entire operation is run from a prominent building
half way up the rue 31 de Janeiro in funchal. about half of the
ﬁrm’s business used to comprise the export of wine in bulk, but
bulk sales were banned in 2002. today, 80% of its production is
made from tinta negra, most of which is sold as three year old
wine but its range includes ﬁve, 10 and 15 year old wines. it also
produces some dated colheita wines including one sold under
the tinta negra varietal name and it is currently marketing three
vintage wines including a boal 1977 which gets a mixed review
from richard Mayson. More than half of borges’ exports go to
sweden.
Henriques & Henriques – Vinhos, SA: the ﬁrm was established
in 1850 by a member of the henriques family which then owned
a very large acreage of vineyards. by the 1930s it had become a
partnership between Joao belem, alberto Jardim, carlos
pereira and peter cossart who never joined his own family ﬁrm,
cossart gordon & co. family ownership came to an end in 2008
when the business was sold to the la Martiniquaise group
which had previously acquired Justino’s. in spite of being under
the same ownership, the two ﬁrms are still run by their own
separate management teams. the general manager and
winemaker of henriques & henriques is humberto Jardim, the
last descendant of one of the original partners. the ﬁrm is
unique amongst the Madeira shippers in that it has always
owned its own vineyards.
following the portuguese revolution of 1974, it was forced to
sell most of its land to the tenants, who promptly re-sold much
of it to property developers, but the ﬁrm acquired more land on
which to build a new 10 ha terraced vineyard. the result is that
henriques & henriques is still the only producer in Madeira to
make wine from its own grapes.
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today, the ﬁrm produces a full range of wines. the three and
ﬁve year old wines are made from tinta negra. all the 10 and 15
year old wines are produced from the traditional white grape
varieties and it is also marketing both colheita and vintage
wines. in addition, it has a remarkable stock of four old wines
acquired when the ﬁrm was established in 1850 and now known
as the “heavenly quartet”. it is extraordinary that the ﬁrm itself
still sells wines which command four ﬁgure sums in the auction
rooms of london and new york.
Madeira Wine Company, SA: anyone interested in buying old
Madeira at auction needs to have some understanding of the
history of the Madeira Wine company, usually referred to as
“the MWc”. it is a complicated story which has been played out
over the past 100 years. put simply, the MWc is the result of a
series of mergers which began in 1913 when hinton Welsh &
cunha merged with henriques & cãmara to form the Madeira
Wine association (which subsequently changed its name to
Madeira Wine company). however, the ﬁrm as we know it today
really began in 1925 when blandy’s Madeira lda (founded in
1811), leacock & co (founded in 1791) and Viuva abudarham &
filhos (founded in 1825) merged their respective companies
and effectively took over the MWc. thereafter, a very large
number of previously independent ﬁrms were acquired
including rutherford & Miles, t.t. da c. lomelino, power drury
& co, shortridge lawton & co, Welsh bros (Vinhos) lda, and
cossart gordon & co. following the 1925 merger, the
company’s headquarters was established in blandy’s Wine
lodge which comprises a fascinating collection of medieval
buildings in the centre of funchal. today, it is still MWc’s
headquarters but it also houses a museum which should be on
the ‘must do list’ for every visitor to the island.
by the time of the portuguese revolution in 1974, MWc was
jointly owned by the blandy, leacock and Miles families, but it
still marketed its wines under a vast array of brands
representing the original company names. the same wine was
often marketed under several different names in different
export markets. for example, Welsh bros. sercial 1940 and
blandy’s sercial 1940 is the same wine. in 1978 the blandy family
acquired the controlling interest in MWc. ten years later, they
entered into a share swap with the symington family, as a result
of which MWc became a very small part of the symington port
producing empire. it seems to have been accepted on both
sides that MWc beneﬁtted from new management, improved
wine making techniques and more effective marketing. then, in
2011 the blandy family bought back the company which is once
more 90% owned and controlled by them.
the result, today, is that MWc is part of a large diversiﬁed
family-owned group of companies. it is a major producer of
quality wine made under the direction of francisco
albuquerque, the most highly regarded wine maker in Madeira.
its wines are still marketed under the blandy, cossart gordon,
leacock and Miles brand names. historically, MWc did not own
vineyards but this policy has recently changed and it is now in
the process of acquiring land and planting new vineyards. MWc
produces a complete range of wines but it is distinquished from
its competitors by the fact that a higher proportion of its
production is made from the white grape varieties and matured
in cask to be sold as vintage wine. it currently offers a large
range of vintage wines, including the highly regarded boal

1920, sercial 1940 and 1950, Verdelho 1958 and terrantez 1975,
1976 and 1977. MWc also pioneered the sale of dated colheita
wines, meaning wines made from a single colheita (or harvest in
english) which have been matured in cask for at least ﬁve years.
Many of these wines are sold under the cossart gordon brand
name.
The tasting
a tasting of Madeira wines was held at the four seasons hotel
in baltimore, Maryland u.s., in october 2017 and was
conducted by Mannie berk. the wines were supplied by his
company, the rare Wine co., and from the private cellar of
andrew Jones. the tasting was set up to compare two wines
made from each of the grape varieties.
1 Vinhos Justino Henriques, Sercial 1940
this wine is believed to have been made by the companhia
Vinicola da Madeira (cVM). the company went out of business
in 1984 and all of its stock was sold. this included casks of
Malmsey 1933, Verdelho 1934, sercial 1940, Verdelho 1954 and
boal 1964 bought by Vinhos Justino henriques (VJh), which was
at that time building up the island’s largest bulk wine business.
this wine was eventually bottled by VJh and a large quantity
was sold under its own name at a series of auctions at christie’s,
london commencing in 1996, although a more recent bottling
is still available under the Justino’s brand name.
all these wines were made in good vintage years. the 1940
vintage has been described as “generally very ﬁne. sercial
especially good.” noel cossart, Madeira: the island Vineyard
(1984), appendix ii.
ex aJJ’s cellar. purchased at christie’s, london in 1996.
2 Pereira d’Oliveira (Vinhos) Lda, Sercial 1937
“dark tawny with orange-gold; pungent and characteristic
bouquet with hints of fudge, varnish and strong acidity;
explosive fullness on palate, big but rounded, with astringent,
very long ﬁnish, totally dry, with a deliciously lingering fudge
ﬂavour.” *** alex liddell, Madeira; The Mid Atlantic Wine (2nd
edition, 2014).
“Very deep mahogany; rich caramelised aromas, oranges and
citrus peel, vanilla, a touch burnt around the edges, lovely
texture, bitter-sweet with a rather rustic, peaty ﬁnish.” **/***
richard Mayson, Madeira (2015).
bottled in 2003. ex aJJ’s cellar. purchased from patrick grubb
selections in 2006. currently available from the rare Wine co.
for $395 per bottle.
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3 Pereira d’Oliveira (Vinhos) Lda, Verdelho 1986
during his life, João pereira acquired a reputation for the quality
of his wines, particularly his Verdelhos. this 1986 Verdelho,
produced from purchased grapes, continues his tradition of
powerful personality, great richness and strong acidity. supplied
by the rare Wine co. and currently available at $129.95 per
bottle.
4 Berry Bros. & Rudd, Finest Old Verdelho, Solera 1851
this wine was made by cossart gordon & co. it was last topped
up prior to 1953, when the ﬁrm joined the Madeira Wine
association, at which point noel cossart says that the average
age of the constituent wine was at least 50 years. it was sold in
cask to berry bros. & rudd, which is the oldest established wine
merchant in the world, having carried on business from the
same premises in st. James’s, london for over 300 years. bb&r
bottled it in 1969 and again in 1973 and continued to sell it
under its own label until the early 1980s. the retail price was
listed at £4.35 per bottle in april 1977. in december 2010, it
sold for $525 per bottle at zachy’s auction in new york. ex aJJ’s
cellar. purchased on at least 5 occasions over the past 30 years.
5 Vinhos Barbeito (Madeira), Lda, Bual 1995
this was only the second vintage wine made by ricardo freitas
after he took over as winemaker in 1992. the grapes are from a
single vineyard in são Vicente, with the vines trained on
pergolas so low they could only be harvested by lying on the
ground. the vineyard was abandoned in 2006 after the death of
its owner. the aging period in barrel had two parts: roughly nine
years at very warm temperatures and 11 years at cooler
temperatures, to slow down the wine’s concentration. relatively
dry for bual, with excellent acidity, only 670 bottles were
produced at the time of bottling in 2016. supplied by the rare
Wine co. and currently available at $150 per bottle.
6 Cossart Gordon & Co, Bual 1895
this vintage is said to be “generally ﬁne, especially bual. the
ﬁrst normal vintage since 1873.” noel cossart, Madeira: The
Island Vineyard (1984), appendix ii.
“from the renowned cam do lobos district. not very deep
coloured; high toned; tangy bouquet; medium sweet; lightish in
style and body, elegant, great persistence of ﬂavour”**** (oct.

1979) Michael broadbent, The Great Vintage Wine Book (1980).
ex aJJ’s cellar. purchased at christie’s, london in 1991 and
2006. only 92 bottles sold at auction in the forty years between
1970 and 2010.
7 Barbeito 20 Year Old Malvasia Lot 14050
bottled in 2014, this is the eighth 20-year-old Malvasia made by
ricardo freitas. a blend of Malvasia grapes from são Jorge, on
the north side of the island, with 20% Malvasia candida from
fajã dos padres. the latter component makes this wine
extraordinary, not only for the terroir, considered Madeira’s
greatest for Malvasia, but for the candida sub-variety, which
became virtually extinct after phylloxera in the 1870s. also
unusual about this wine is that the grapes were crushed by foot,
an historic practice that has all but disappeared. like other
20-year-old Malvasias made by freitas, it is uncompromisingly
elegant, with very fresh acidity. supplied by the rare Wine co.
and currently available at $195 per bottle.
8 Vinhos Barbeito (Madeira) Lda, Malvasia 1954
this is one of the very ﬁrst vintage Madeiras made by Mario
barbeito after he founded his company in 1946. unknown ﬁrst
bottling, but probably in the late 1970s or early 1980s.
numerous very small bottlings over the next thirty years, until
barbeito’s stock was exhausted. a classically rich, wood-aged
Malvasia, bursting with butterscotch, chocolate, coffee and ﬁgs,
but with powerful acidity.
ex aJJ’s cellar. purchased at christie’s, new york in 2015.
currently available from the rare Wine co. for $495 per bottle.
9 Pereira D’Oliveira (Vinhos) Lda, Terrantez 1971
as noted above, pereira d’oliveira has grown over the years
through the acquisition of other companies on the island. one
of its most signiﬁcant acquisitions occurred in 2001, when it
bought adegas do torreão after the death of its founder, Vasco
loja. torreão was an important partadista, supplying aged wine
to the island’s biggest shippers. included in the purchase was
several dozen barrels of old Madeira, including this classic 1971
terrantez.
“high toned aromas, quite delicate in style, barley-sugar
sweetness with a typical bitter-sweet twist. a rather lovely
wine.”**** richard Mayson, Madeira (2014).
supplied by the rare Wine co. and currently available for
$239.95 per bottle.
10 Blandy’s Madeira Ltd, Terrantez 1960
Most of the terrantez vineyards were never replanted after
phylloxera reached Madeira in 1873, with the result that very little
wine was made until the new plantings took place in the early
1970s. the Madeira Wine company (MWc) occasionally made
some terrantez from a vineyard in funchal which no longer exists.
Wines good enough to be matured and sold as vintage were
made in 1954 (sold under both the blandy and leacock names),
1960 (blandy) and 1969 (cossart gordon). noel cossart describes
having tasted MWc’s stock of six maturing terrantez vintages in
april 1982, the oldest of which was the 1975. he makes no
mention of the 1960 wine although it was by then old enough to
have been sold as a vintage wine. Mid-mahogany colour;
characteristic bitter-sweet fruit; but not as concentrated as might
be expected for a wine that spent 32 years in cask.
ex aJJ’s cellar. purchased directly from MWc in 2001. never
seen at auction.
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LE BEAUJOLAIS NOUVEAU EST ARRIVÉ
by Ron Barker

those readers above a certain age and with reasonable
memories will remember that in the ‘70s and ‘80s many
restaurants in the uK ran beaujolais lunches to mark the arrival
of the ﬁrst bottles of beaujolais nouveau in the locality. in those
days the wine was released in beaujolais at one minute passed
midnight and, by various methods of transport, the wine was
carried to england. so expert did the competitors become that
i remember in liverpool when beaujolais breakfasts replaced
lunches and we had our ﬁrst taste before going into the ofﬁce!
the beaujolais run meant teams competing to be the ﬁrst to
get the ﬁrst case of nouveau from paris to london. one year it
got even more “eighties” than normal, the winner being a
harrier jet. bars, restaurants, pubs and off-licences held tastings,
sometimes lasting all day, as events spread around the uK.
sales of beaujolais nouveau reached a peak in the late 1980s. it
was a huge success based on marketing. but it declined in the
1990s when too many producers jumped on the bandwagon
and the quality declined, getting weaker and more acidic.
focusing on nouveau damaged the reputation of beaujolais’
better-quality products, in the same way blue nun did with
german wines. only recently are people starting to return to
other beaujolais, particularly the crus which are sold under their
individual names.
beaujolais nouveau day is marked in france on the third
thursday in november with ﬁreworks, music and festivals.
under french law, the wine is released on the stroke of
midnight at 00.01 hours, just weeks after the wine’s grapes have
been harvested. parties are held throughout the country and
further aﬁeld to celebrate the ﬁrst wine of the season.

decent proﬁts, which would create a much-needed cash ﬂow
shortly after harvest.
the idea of a race to paris carrying the ﬁrst bottles of the new
vintage was conceived and this attracted much media attention.
by the 1970s, the race became a national event. the races
spread to neighbouring countries in europe in the 1980s,
followed by north america and, in the 1990s, to asia.
the traditional slogan used in ad campaigns and marketing
material – le beaujolais nouveau est arrivé (which translates to
the new beaujolais has arrived) was changed in 2005 to it’s
beaujolais nouveau time.
The race
on the 18th november november 1970, at the hotel les
Maritonnes in romanèche-thorins, Joseph berkmann and
clement freud were sharing a dinner of ‘coq au Vin’. owner of
eight london restaurants, berkmann also ran his own wine
distribution company and wrote a weekly column for the
sunday times. clement freud was director of the london
playboy club, a respectable Member of parliament and wine
correspondent for The Sun.
as bottle succeeded bottle that night, the germ of an idea took
shape. sometime after midnight, they roared away from
romanèche with several cases of beaujolais in the back of each
car; having challenged each other to be the ﬁrst to get their
cases to london.

on 16th november 2017 28 members and guests of the
liverpool branch recreated some of the excitement with a
beaujolais nouveau event in the evening at restaurant yuet ben
but enhanced the experience by including ten beaujolais cru
wines. since the ‘70s the laws have changed and ‘health &
safety’ ofﬁcers stand in the way of any public racing. liverpool
chairman terry lim obtained the wines three days early but had
to sign undertakings that they could not be used until the
ofﬁcial beaujolais nouveau day.
The wine
beaujolais nouveau – that much-ballyhooed cherry-red
coloured vintage that’s best served chilled – is clearly not for
wine snobs. this fresh and fruity red is the result of a quick
fermentation process that ends up with a tasty, clean wine that
is enjoyed by palates the world over.
the gamay grapes are handpicked in the beaujolais region of
france. the wine actually originated about a century ago as a
cheap and cheerful drink produced by locals to celebrate the
end of the harvest season.
perhaps the most well-known producer of beaujolais nouveau
is georges duboeuf, who is credited as one of the marketing
geniuses behind the wine. selling this young red was viewed by
some vintners as a means to clear large quantities of wine at
13
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that year and the next, the race was a purely private affair
between berkmann and freud. berkmann won both times.
having taken potshots at each other through their respective
wine columns, word got around that something interesting
was going on, and others rushed to join in: the beaujolais run
was born.
in 1973 alan hall, columnist for the sunday times, published an
article that threw down the gauntlet to fleet street to “bring
back the beaujolais” offering a bottle of champagne for the
ﬁrst to deliver a bottle of the new vintage to his desk. at that
time the object of the exercise was speed, and this was brought
to an end by the raf, who later took up the challenge in a
harrier and broke all records!
The tasting
the liverpool branch organised a tasting of 12 wines starting
with the nouveau, progressing via a beaujolais Villages to a
tasting of each of the ten cru which were, in the order of
drinking:Beaujolais Nouveau: light and not too serious but with more
body than earlier years. a bottle that was opened and not
consumed was retested the next day and had improved!
Drinking: Beaujolais Nouveau 2017 Georges Duboeuf
Beaujolais Villages Fleurie: While fleurie may not have the
power of the well-known crus of Moulin-à-Vent and Morgon, its
charming, ﬂoral elegance makes just as much of a lasting
impression. after these two crus, it is probably the most
recognizable. a lighter style of cru beaujolais, fleurie is
characterized by blossom-like red fruit and the unmistakeable
aromas of the ﬂowers of the rose and the violet. undoubtedly
the prettiest of the crus, fleurie is excellent chilled.
Drinking: La Madone, Duboeuf 2015
Régnié: elevated in 1988, régnié is the youngest of the
beaujolais crus, and stylistically, it brings together the fresh fruit
of brouilly with a bit of the body and structure of Morgon. it is
supple but lively, with bright raspberry ﬂavours and often a
spicy note that makes it distinctive. lace up your freshest kicks
and drink this guy young!
Drinking: Domaine des Buyats 2013
Saint-Amour: this light, easy-drinking cru is the most northerly
of the ten, characterized by soft red fruit. saint-amour also
produces a more serious style of wine, due to variation in soils.
Drinking: Dominique Piron 2015

Brouilly: the largest and most southerly cru of beaujolais. light
to medium bodied, it is typically lively, fruity and fresh.
Drinking: Château de la Perrière, Duboeuf 2014
Côte de Brouilly: côte means hillside in french, but the côte
de brouilly isn’t actually a hillside at all – it’s an ancient volcano.
Vines are grown on the ancient volcano’s slopes, where they get
more sun and better drainage than the surrounding plains of
brouilly. this creates wines that are a bit riper, more serious, and
more agreeable than little brother brouilly.
Drinking: The Society’s Exhibition 2016
Chiroubles: for those who are used to drinking standard
beaujolais or even beaujolais nouveau, chiroubles is a great
wine to transition into the world of cru beaujolais. this isn’t to
say that chiroubles is of lesser quality than the other crus; rather,
it speaks to the fact that chiroubles is the lightest bodied cru
beaujolais. this is because chiroubles has the highest elevation
in the region and therefore the coolest temperatures, creating
delicate red berry fruit and similar violet notes to its neighbour
fleurie. but be forewarned – once you dive into chiroubles,
you’ll never want to get out of the crus beaujolais pool.
Drinking: Domaine des Pontheux 2014
Juliénas: With a winemaking history that dates back 2000 years to
the times of Julius caesar (from whom the name of the cru
comes), Juliénas’ character is rooted in the earth. unfortunately,
there aren’t very many high-quality producers in Juliénas, and
styles of wine can vary quite a bit, but overall, the wines tend to be
on the weightier side, with dark red fruit ﬂavours and earthiness.
Drinking: Château des Capitans 2014
Morgon: second only to Moulin-à-Vent in terms of body and
structure, Morgon is another fuller-bodied, more serious cru.
fortunately, it is also the second largest beaujolais cru, with a
concentration of high-quality producers. While granite –
gamay’s favourite soil to dig down into – is prevalent
throughout the crus of beaujolais, Morgon is especially granitecentric, creating concentrated, serious and fairly tannic wines.
Morgon is comprised of six named vineyards, the most famous
of which is côte du py, and all of these wines get better – and
much more interesting – with age.
Drinking: Jean-Ernest Descombes, Duboeuf 2013
Moulin-à-Vent: When it comes to body, ‘ageability’ and tannic
structure, Moulin-à-Vent reigns above them all. the soils in
Moulin-à-Vent cause the vines to yield fewer but more
concentrated berries, creating a style of wine that couldn’t be
further from the stereotypical fresh, easy-drinking style of
beaujolais lacking in complexity. Moulin-à-Vent is robust and
(relatively) tannic, and while by no means are these wines
unapproachable when young, they can also age for 10, 20,
sometimes even 50 years, bearing similarities to burgundy and
rhône wines as they get older.
Drinking: Domaine des Rosiers, Duboeuf 2014
Chénas: the rarest cru in beaujolais. sometimes quite
burgundian in style, chénas is a sturdier cru and has a mineral
intensity – like its neighbour Moulin-à-Vent – that develops with
age. this one was eight years old and had developed pinot
noir characteristics. the most enjoyable of the crus.
Drinking: Domaine Du P’tit Paradis 2009
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THE GREAT FIRE OF 2017: A Perspective
by Ron Fenolio

normally we would be writing a story about another great
winemaker, or a history of a historic property or event, or
describing a lesser known wine variety or region. but your
editors asked that we write about the october 2017 tragedy of
this great ﬁre, from a winemaker’s perspective.
Historic Properties
from a wine consumer perspective, or from the perspective of a
visitor to napa or sonoma counties, the question is “how is my
favourite winery”? fortunately for the wine industry as a whole,
the damage to the wineries themselves was minimal when
compared to damage caused to the entire region. let’s put that
in perspective: there are more than 400 wineries in napa with
tasting rooms, and winery permits in napa exceed 1,000. in
sonoma, there are more than 400 wineries of which about 150
to 200 have tasting rooms and over 1,600 wineries within a onehour drive of san francisco. twenty-two of these wineries were
burned or were damaged: less than 2% of the total. statistically
the number may not seem signiﬁcant but this fact should not
diminish the impact that the ﬁres had on the whole industry.
some historically signiﬁcant properties were lost, including
signorello, helena View Johnston and paradise ridge.
Mayacamas lost its historic tasting room building which dated
back to the nineteenth century.
damage was suffered by stags leap, William hill, st. Jean,
darioush and many others. in some cases the damage was

outbuildings, cosmetic, landscaping or other relatively
insigniﬁcant damage.
Collateral damage
the real damage is what might be called the “collateral
damage”. here the damage was severe and long lasting: 8,500
to 9,000 structures were completely lost. how does one even
clean up the toxic waste remaining after a devastating ﬁre? and
how long will it take to rebuild?
More signiﬁcantly, what does one do about housing? Where are
the workers going to live if they are able to come back to their
jobs? Where will we house the cleanup and construction
workers?
speaking of workers: what does an hourly paid worker do when
that person loses a vehicle, home, furniture, belongings,
clothing and all the memorabilia of a life? and may not even
have a job to return to?
employer losses were signiﬁcant: several hotels and a school
burned to the ground. hospitals were vacated. tourists are
staying away… since the ﬁres, two restaurants in napa have
already closed unable to carry on with little to no business.
Vineyard damage
one little known fact is that the vineyards actually acted as
natural ﬁrebreaks. there are no trees in the vineyards, and
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maintenance keeps underbrush away from the vines and from
between their rows. in addition, the vineyards are irrigated so
the plants do not burn as easily as the underbrush and forest
growth already damaged by ﬁve years of drought. in many
places, the ﬁres advanced from the oak- and manzanitaforested hills down to the edge of the vineyards, with these
becoming a ﬁre line. if one looks east over the vineyards from
the silverado trail today, one can see that the vineyards
survived, but the hills adjacent to and behind the vineyards are
totally burned.
so where were the wineries and buildings located that were
damaged? signorello’s Winery was on the hillside, above and
overlooking their vineyards. the ﬁre roared down through the
oak trees and manzanita brush and consumed the buildings in
its path. When it got to the vineyards, it was contained. such
containment was evident at places like chimney rock and clos
du Val, where the winery buildings were situated among the
vineyards and not damaged while the hillsides behind were
burned out.
Crop damage
Vines can survive but unpicked grapes are not so lucky. the
intense heat of the ﬁre dried up the grapes and made them
shrivel. More importantly, it is almost impossible to remove
smoke taint. unfortunately, about 15% of the crop in some areas
was not yet picked. late harvested varieties were most
signiﬁcantly affected, which in napa means cabernet sauvignon.
even wines in vats can be damaged if the fermentation vats or
barrels are open-topped because the smoke will settle on top
of the fermenting wine. the vines will be back next year with a
new crop, but 2017 will be a year where the crop is going to be
small – on top of an already light yield throughout france and
spain. We have seen bulk wine prices increase signiﬁcantly
already, with some european producers recently reporting price
increases of 40% to 100%.
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Winemaking practices were also affected. Without electricity
there is no way to cool the fermenting grapes (the cooling
systems are inoperative) and automated fermentation activities
such as punch-downs could not be performed. several wineries
have announced they will not produce wines in the 2017 vintage
due to crop damage or damage to fermenting juice.
in terms of insurance, winery owners are ﬁnding out that if you
are an estate winery producing wines from your own fruit, the
insurance company will pay for crop losses but not for the losses
at the winemaking end. you only get winemaking losses if you
have already converted the crop into fermenting juice. so many
wineries, even with insurance coverage, will only have a fraction
of their losses covered.
Size/impact
it could have been worse, much worse. but it was still
devastating, with almost 200,000 acres burned and tens of
billions of dollars in damage. it is estimated that the initial
clean-up will take up to six months and this does not include
the rebuilding process for the 9,000 damaged structures. before
that can start, power lines, water and sewerage pipes will have
to be replaced.
how large is 200,000 acres? it would take you an hour and a half
of driving at 60 miles per hour to outline that area…
it was estimated that over 20 ﬁres started at about the same
time as 75 mph winds were whipping around. some think that
the winds blew down power lines or power transformers, which
provided the sparks to start the ﬁres. forensic experts will be
sorting out the causes for some time. there is no evidence that
the ﬁres were started deliberately. all told, this was the largest
ﬁre in california’s history. the damage was horrendous but we
are already recovering and with the support of our customers
and patrons we will get our people back to work. come visit us!
napa and sonoma counties are still in business.
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TAILLEVENT: Paris versus London
by Roger Austin

Exterior, London
the brasseries 110 de taillevent in paris and now in london are
extensions of the parent restaurant taillevent in paris named
after guillaume tirel called ‘taillevent’, a fourteenth century
master chef to the kings of france and author of the ﬁrst book
on cuisine in french.
restaurant taillevent opened in 1946 and gained a third
Michelin star in 1973, retaining two since 2007. in 2001 a second
restaurant, ‘l’angle du faubourg’, was opened in the faubourg
st honoré and was renamed les 110 de taillevent in 2012. the
london branch opened in cavendish square in 2015.
the preﬁx ‘110’ refers to the 110 bottles within a cellar of 1,100
bottles that can be taken by the glass thanks to a means of
preventing wine from oxidising in a partly emptied bottle by a
process which ﬁlls the empty space with the inert gas argon.
Wine has occupied a signiﬁcant place in the taillevent history:
several wine shops ‘les caves de taillevent’ have been
opened – paris in 1987, tokyo in 2005, lebanon in 2013 and
another in paris in 2006. the whole enterprise was bought in
2011 by the gardinier brothers who own château phélan ségur,
the ﬁfth growth st estèphe.
having seen an advertisement in the ft and having heard from
my son how argon can preserve opened wine, my wife and i

Interior, London

Exterior, Paris
took the opportunity of dining in paris on returning from italy
and later in london with the aim of discovering similarities and
differences in the two brasseries.
Ambience
paris is situated on the corner of rue du faubourg st honoré
with rue de balzac in a quiet residential location in which cars
can park readily. the london entrance is in the busy cavendish
square at the end of harley street in a busy professional and
business area where the road trafﬁc only stops for the signals.
both buildings are handsome with much ashlar facing. paris is
smaller and was a private house while london occupies a
building that was at one time a bank. internally, the décor is
similar in style but paris being more compact has a more
intimate atmosphere while london which has higher coffered
ceilings has a more corporate feel. the tables in paris have
more decorated tops as opposed to the plain london ones. in
both the lighting is subdued giving a restful ambience in
contrast to the london bustle.
The menu format
this is similar in both and is innovative in that it is designed to
simplify and speed up the matching of wine with the food. the
hard backed folder opens into three sides with the food menu
in the centre in the usual sections of starters, Mains and

Interior, Paris
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properties of argon which is more inert than nitrogen (which has
also been used to replace the air in opened bottles). argon is
also used in the usa to protect the documents of the
declaration of independence. Medical grade needles are
inserted though the cork and argon is pumped in to displace
the wine into the glass and also to ﬁll the space and protect
against excessive oxygenation – the cork being left in situ. new
to us were the round disc labels on the foot of the glasses being
clipped round the stem to give the name and vintage of the
wine, which somewhat surprisingly added to the gustatory
pleasure.
in paris we drank louis roederer 2011 rosé, ch phélan ségur
2008 and clos des Justices sauternes 1989, also owned by the
gardinier brothers, all of which were in excellent condition. the
champagne had a good mousse which continued to work in
the glass. the colour was fading somewhat and was drying
slightly, probably a reﬂection on the vintage. the phélan ségur
was very satisfactory with bigger fruit and body than some st
estèphes and excellent opening and ﬁnish. the sauternes was
very ﬁrm and sweet without being overly luscious or cloying.

Beef Wellington, London
desserts. on the left and right appropriate wines are listed for
each course, with information about each, the less expensive
ones on the left and the bigger wines on the right. for diners
who wish to explore the wine list this gives helpful prompts
without the need to wade through the pages of the wine list.
Cuisine
in paris we started with melon gazpacho and crab with herring
roe and fennel cream, followed by veal sweetbreads with
capers, rocket salad and parmesan and magret of duck with a
savoury pastille. for dessert we had a chocolate délice. We
were also given a cherry tartlet which was slightly over baked.
in london we both selected game paté en croute followed by
mushroom tart for Margaret and Welsh beef Wellington for me
and then a house dessert st honoré with chantilly and Kirsch
cream.

in london we took billecart-salmon rosé nV and again the
phélan ségur 2008, with ch suduiraut 1989. the champagne
worked well in the glass with good fruit and the phélan ségur
was as it was in paris. the most fascinating was the suiduiraut
nearly 30 years old. the colour was not greatly dark and the
nose showed no signs of over oxidisation but the fruit was
extraordinary compared to the ch d’yquem 1990 that i have,
being rather loose with ﬂavours of barley sugar and marmalade.
it reminded me rather of andrew Quady’s essencia made from
the orange Muscat grape. coincidentally, i have found an
overlooked bottle of ch suduiraut 2008 in my cellar which will
make interesting tasting later. a further interesting point of
comparison was that the london measures were 12.5 cl while
the parisian ones were slightly more generous at 14 cl.
Envoi
the london brasserie follows the concept of the slightly senior
parisian but is not a replica being bigger with at least 2-3 times
as many covers and probably designed to attract a more
corporate clientele, which may be reﬂected in the cuisine.
however as a couple we had our own space and the whole
experience was similar to that in paris as the concept has
translated well to london. the bills were also similar, 210 euros
and £190.13. the very pleasant waiting staff were all french and
at the end we could have been in paris itself.

in general, the paris cuisine had more aroma and variety of
ﬂavour particularly the savoury pastille. the london was more
traditionally english except that the beef Wellington was served
as two ‘mini’ portions, perhaps a french take on an english
traditional. the beef and croute were excellent but the coating
lacked some ﬂavour.
Wines
the facility of serving expensive wines by the glass in excellent
condition is a central part of the taillevent service. they use the
‘coravin’ equipment, invented by greg lambrecht, an Mit
graduate and medical device inventor. it depends on the
18
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SOCIETY AWARDS
Jeffrey Benson and Graham Lovelock
as chairman he has been instrumental in revamping the branch
website and introducing on-line reservations and payment for
branch events. london branch organises some 40 events a year
but while there was an effective manual system in place, with
which members were familiar, Jeffrey insisted that on-line
booking and payment was essential to attract a younger
membership. today 70% of london branch bookings are made
electronically.
in 2013 he arranged for a group of branch Members to
undertake the Wine & spirit education trust intermediate (level
2) examination. as an approved course provider and examiner
for Wset he was not only able to arrange the course but was on
hand to provide advice and guidance in the run up to the exam.
the group earned 10 distinctions and 1 Merit award between
them and most went on to study successfully for level 3 the
following year.
Jeffrey turns 80 this year. he is keen to expand the society’s
membership in london and happy to go out of his way to do
so. Jeffrey still has a key role to play in many of these initiatives.
in addition to his committee work he continues to write many
articles for food & Wine and run countless very successful and
innovative events for the branch.

on 25th october, at the agM dinner of the london branch, ian
nicol presented its chairman Jeffrey Benson with the IWFS
Diploma, which had been awarded by the international council
in recognition of his services to the society over many years. in
addition he was presented with an EAZ Medal.
Jeffrey joined the iWfs in January 1968. under Joe Wilkinson’s
chairmanship, in about 1973, Jeffrey was recognised as one of
the leading young Members of that period. at that time, there
was no london branch as such. the society’s headquarters in
london had a full time staff and ran events for members visiting
or living in the capital. Members involved in the society at this
period are now spread far and wide.

on the same evening, ian nicol presented Graham Lovelock
with the André Simon Bronze medal. graham originally trained
as an accountant in new zealand, before coming to the uK. as
well as being active in the livery movement and treasurer of
several other organisations, he has served as treasurer of
london branch for the last ﬁve years, and has been a great
supporter of london branch events. he is also treasurer for the
london 2018 international festival, and examiner for the
europe africa zone accounts. a lover of ﬁne wines, he has
made a massive contribution to the society at both levels, and
this has been universally appreciated.

in the late 1970s Jeffrey was instrumental in organising the iWfs
Wine school which he ran for some years with christopher
davenport-Jones in the society’s ofﬁces at the reform club. to
this day, many of the most committed london branch
members, including at least two former branch chairmen and a
branch secretary, can trace their involvement with the society,
and their appreciation of wine, back to the Wine school. Many
of his students went on to serve iWfs in their own right, some
are still doing so.
the london branch was separated from the society
headquarters around 1982, and when Martin Mistlin took over
as events organiser, Jeffrey was responsible for many events.
he served on the london branch committee from 2002 to 2008
and took up his current post as branch chairman in 2010. he
was awarded the andré simon bronze Medal in 2002.
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RESTAURANT AWARD
YU at Alderley Edge
‘goru’, Jumilla from spain. this wine had a slightly sweet taste
which complemented the richness of the duck beautifully.
our third course was sechuan style spicy King prawns. the
sauce was lightly spiced and so did not overwhelm either the
large succulent prawns or the wine, which was a beautiful lightly
coloured Villiera ‘Jasmine’, fragrant White, stellenbosch, 2016,
from south africa. at this point after three fantastic courses
everyone was excited to know what would be coming next.
the ﬁsh course was served next and was an expertly cooked
piece of cod in a five spice burnt butter with edamame beans.
one member of my table commented on the colour, texture
and taste of the cod and said how well it had been prepared.
this was served with pouilly-fuissé ‘luquet’ burgundy 2015 from
france. this combination was a particular favourite on my table.
the ﬁnal savoury course was braised rib of Wagyu beef, five
grain Wheat and dark sauce. the beef was so tender, one
member commented that it must have been from all of the
massaging! another said it was “beef like i’ve never tasted
before”. the dark sauce was rich and went so well with the
perfectly cooked meat. the wine accompaniment for this course
was prietc picudo ‘cumal’ castilla y leon. this fantastic spanish
red wine beautifully complemented the Wagyu beef.

last year the Manchester branch had enjoyed an outstanding
and truly wonderful culinary experience at yu. after that event
the committee were inundated with compliments from the
members and they decided to recommend the restaurant to the
awards committee for one of the society’s prestigious honours.
our chair ronnie costello arranged a return visit on 12th
october, which was well supported by the members, in order to
make the presentation. ronnie, and our past chair ron cowley
who had been in post at the earlier visit, presented the award to
the chef. the owners, brothers Vinny and Victor yu were
delighted and the framed award was immediately hung on the
wall near the entrance. this fantastic evening began in such a
very special way and everyone toasted the continued success of
the owners, chef and staff who all richly deserved this special
accolade.
this was to be a six-course wine and food pairing and the
restaurant had taken a great deal of thought and preparation to
create the right combinations. a crisp glass of prosecco, la
pieve, treviso from italy was served on arrival and then when
everyone was seated the canapés arrived – Wagyu beef
carpaccio with ponza dressing, baby squid, teryaki glazed
tuna, each one had a different and distinct ﬂavour and all were
very tasty.
the next course was crispy peking duck served in a bamboo
basket, this was paired with a 2016 Moscatel and chardonnay
20

to ﬁnish this myriad of exotic tastes was a sweet and clean
dessert, a Mango parfait with coconut and ginger chia seeds
and pandan powder. this was an exceptional dessert as the
fruit, coconut and ginger refreshed the palate and brought a
light sweetness to conclude the fantastic food. a sweet wine
was served which was haut roquefort cadillac, a french
bordeaux with lovely honey sugary notes.
i think all had a superb night – the Manchester branch members
were treated to such a fabulous evening of food, wine and
exceptional service. i hope the restaurant also enjoyed the
evening as they had a very appreciative group to sample the
best they have to offer.

Ali Graham
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Malmo¨ Branch
WELL DESERVED APPLAUSE AT STURE…

Karim Khouani, whom we visited at the ambiance over one
year ago (october 2016, page 27) where he was awarded one
Michelin star, has moved into town and taken over sture. these
classical restaurant premises have been totally refurbished and
have now got an elegant modern look. it is very uncommon,
but before the inspectors had even had the possibility of
visiting the new premises, the Michelin guide announced that
he kept his star. We therefore very much looked forward to
visiting him again and to taste the following menu, starting with
a champagne blanc de noirs (100% Meunier) and delicious
canapés.
• foie gras, brioche, passion fruit
Pinot Gris 2003, Rolly Gassmann
• turbot, lettuce, chicken jus
Riesling Grand Cru Rosacker 2013, Domaine Agapé
• lamb, trufﬂe, jus
Pinot Noir 2003, Rolly Gassmann and
2013 Schlatter Spätburgunder SW, Martin Wassmer
• fromages
Cairanne l’Ebrescade 2012, Marcel Richaud

• chocolate variations
Banyuls Grand Cru 2007, Dom. Baillaury
• coffee, petits fours
the sweetness of the mature pinot gris ‘selection grains
nobles’ accompanied a delicious foie gras and another alsace
wine, a typical riesling grand cru was perfect with the ﬁsh. it
was interesting to compare the lovely alsace pinot noir with the
elegant spätburgunder from baden, both from maybe the best
producers of this variety in the two areas. the powerful
cairanne matched the cheeses and banyuls is classic
combination with chocolate.
the evening was a great success and our appreciation was shown
by a warm applause after Karim Khouani’s presentation of his
culinary philosophy and thoughts behind his menu this evening.
but what really made the day was the outstanding performance
of the young female staff, from the handshake on arrival to the
good night when leaving. in all it was a memorable evening.

Rolf Fransson

Photographs © Sten Mardell
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Malmo¨ Branch
… ODDITIES AT SAV
• celery, spruce shots, unripened currant, hazel nut
brioche, lardo, charcuterie, pickles
2016 Riesling Cuvée Albert, Albert Mann
• Wild duck, elderberry, pickled pumpkin, black pepper
2014 Ribeira del Duero Milénico dos Mundos, Viñedos
Milénico and
2014 La Copa Santa Saint Aunés, Languedoc, Domaine Clavel
• pear, Jerusalem artichoke, camomile
2010 Rauen Riesling Felsenterasse, Mosel, Weingut Familie
Rauen

the previously mentioned restaurant, ambiance, has been
taken over by sven Jensen and alex fohlin and had its name
changed to saV. they have both been working for famous chefs
in copenhagen and southern sweden and brought their
experiences together in the charming old farmhouse. last time
we visited this place it was springtime with a marvellous
ﬂowering cherry three in the yard but now it was winter with a
number of open ﬁres giving us a warm welcome. shortly after
opening, the inspectors from the White guide visited them and
placed them in the so-called Master class among many top
restaurants in this country. We thought it would be interesting
to ﬁnd out whether we could agree with them or not. so on the
day we were served the following spectacular ﬁve course meal:

Photographs © Sten Mardell

• oyster, elderberry caper, coriander oil, nasturtium ﬂower
Crémant d’Alsace Extra Brut 2014, Albert Mann
• sugar beet, triﬂe, black garlic, poppy
Manitoba, goat butter
2014 Soave Classico Campo Vulcano, I Campo di Flavio Prà
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the extra dry and clean crémant went well with the oyster and
the typical soave was perfect with the ‘green’ dish. the elegant
nice alsace riesling managed to match the lardo dish with all
ingredients. the wild duck needed the powerful duero and the
more elegant languedoc. the riesling’s label was not very
informative yet the wine proved to have a sweetness to auslese
level, much appreciated with the dessert.
the somewhat odd ingredients in some of the dishes turned
out to be marinated, jammed or sweetened in one way or
another and not everyone appreciated the surprising
combinations. people sitting at my table were more or less
shocked when even the initial dish of fresh oyster had a touch of
sweetness coming from the capers. however, most of us were
very happy with the food and we all agreed that as a whole we
had had a wonderful evening and do hope that the ambitious
young chefs shall keep their classiﬁcation in the new edition of
the White guide when published.

Rolf Fransson
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Devonshire Branch
CHEF BURTON RACE AT THE GROSVENOR…
John burton race is the resident chef at the grosvenor hotel,
torquay producing Michelin star quality food as conﬁrmed by
several of our members who have dined at the hotel recently.
the hotel, which is now part of the richardson group, has been
completely transformed from the embarrassing hotel portrayed
in the television series and made us feel very welcome for our
october visit.
MENU
canapés on arrival
To Start
• scallop (salad of hand-dived orkney scallops, curry and
raisins)
• foie gras (hot foie gras, boudin noir, vanilla apple, watercress,
hazelnut crumb)
• goat’s cheese (goat’s cheese tortellini, roasted onion
consommé, crispy fried shallot rings)
Mains
• pheasant (roasted pheasant breast, pumpkin puree, pearl
barley, glazed baby onions)
• brill (brill, porcini mushroom, ﬁgs and iberico ham)
• beef fillet (devon ruby red ﬁllet of beef, radicchio, sweet
cabbage, trufﬂed potato purée, red wine)
Desserts
• toffee pudding cake (poached granny smith apple purée and
ice cream, walnut compote)
• hazelnuts, chestnuts, Mousse (grapes, hazelnut meringue)
• pear, almond prune (sweet pear, prune and armagnac ice
cream, almond cake, orange and almond tuille)
tea, coffee, petit fours

Scallops at the Grosvenor

Pear dessert at the Grosvenor

philip and david redhead kindly worked their magic to provide
us with superb wines to accompany our food at the grosvenor
hotel. they chose pierre darcy champagne on arrival, a silver
medal winner in the iWsc 2016 competition. the starters were
served with st clair sauvignon blanc from Marlborough in the
south island of new zealand. the grapes were originally used
to make the famous cloudy bay sauvignon blanc. the wine had
intense ﬂavours of ripe pink grapefruit.
the mains were served with trivento Malbec 2016. this was an
award-winning wine from argentina, plum and raspberry
aromas, with notes from the six month ageing in french oak
barrels.

…DEVONSHIRE LINNEY…
for our november meeting we met at the linney, a delightful
country pub on the outskirts of torquay. not a gourmet
restaurant, but can be relied on to serve good food, well
presented and with attentive staff. it is very popular locally, in
fact if you want to go for sunday lunch you will need to book
well in advance.
Menu
a glass of nV brut di pinot nero Vs, ruggeri on arrival with
nibbles.
Starters
• chefs chicken liver pate with toast, or
• smoked salmon with salad garnish, or
• creamy garlic Mushrooms topped with parmesan cheese
picpoul de pinet, saint-peyre, languedoc, france (a zesty,
fragrant wine offering plenty of fresh grapefruit and mineral
ﬂavours and a distinctive nutty nuance)
Mains
• freshly roasted rack of lamb, or
• creedy carver duckling served with red Wine and orange
sauce, or
• spinach and Mushroom strudel
all served with fresh vegetables of the day, roasted and baby
new potatoes

continued on page 24 ➦

Creedy Carver Duckling at The Linney
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Thanking the staff at The Linney

➥ continued from page 23

cabernet sauvignon reserva, de gras, chile (deep garnet in
colour with hints of purple, has a classic nose of cassis and ripe
berry fruit, with hints of spice. on the palate it is full bodied, with
a ﬁne structure of ripe tannin and complex concentrated fruit)
Desserts
• homemade cheesecake topped with red berries and fruit
berries and fruit couli, or
• homemade sticky ginger pudding with butterscotch sauce, or
• a selection of local cheeses to include sharpham brie,
cornish yarg and beenleigh blue
coffee/ tea with Mint crisps

…RETURN TO BIANCO
We started the new year with a visit to bianco’s restaurant in
torquay which is very local. We have been several times before
and the proprietor, Mauro pettinelli, and his staff always look
after us very well. our visits to this restaurant are always

Pork fillet at Bianco’s Restaurant
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excellent value for money, and in the past have been oversubscribed, and this year was no exception.
We were greeted with a glass of prosecco on arrival and then
sat down to a choice of Minestrone soup or mixed antipasto
plate which was served with tasari bianco (terre siciliane
made from the catarratto grape). for the main, the choice
consisted of Maiale la romana (ﬁllet of pork pan fried and
served in white wine, olive oil, artichokes, garlic and sun blush
tomatoes served with vegetables and sauté potatoes) or
spigola a la herbe (sea bass grilled with white wine, and
fresh herbs, served with vegetables and sauté potatoes) or
linguine al fruiti di Mare (peeled tiger prawns, squid, mussels,
and clams served with linguine pasta). these dishes were
served with terre siciliane tasari rosso, a nero d’avola and
Merlot blend.
dessert was tiramisu, orange/lemon sorbet or other ice cream.
the wines were selected and provided by the proprietor.

Michael Swales

Tiramasu at Bianco’s Restaurant
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Herefordshire and Monmouthshire Branch
WALNUT TREE DELIGHT
a truly excellent lunch was had by our members at the Walnut
tree restaurant in october.
for those who don’t know it, the Walnut tree, remotely situated
near abergavenny, has enjoyed a superb reputation for ﬁne
food since the 1960s. it was originally transformed by franco
and anna taruschio from a local boozer into a restaurant with
some italianate ﬂavours, regularly featuring in the good food
guide’s top uK eating places.
for the past several years this Michelin-starred restaurant has
been presided over by the inspirational chef and food writer
shaun hill. a former classicist from exeter university, he drifted
into cookery when he was “between jobs”, as he put it.
thereafter his career encompassed working at some of the best
known places – robert carrier’s, the gay hussar and the capital
hotel amongst others. in 1994 he and his finnish wife anja
opened the Merchant house in ludlow which earned him his
ﬁrst Michelin star. the restaurant, which became something of a
legend, put ludlow on the gastronomic map.
at the Walnut tree, his dishes are based on beautiful
ingredients prepared in a careful and distinctive style and
eschewing the precise decorative arrangements so beloved by
some fancy restaurateurs. he describes his style, over-modestly,
as the “rough side of Michelin”. in fact his dishes are beautifully
presented.
thus it was that some 16 of us, including friends from the bath
& bristol branch, came to the Walnut tree with some
anticipation. the occasion was a sheer delight. We started with
a glass of prosecco and moved on to the set menu: pork
cromesqui with black pudding or red mullet with dashi for
starters; followed by hake with salted ﬁshcake or partridge with
jabron potatoes for mains; ending with somloi (hungarian triﬂe)
or lemon pudding with pine nut shortbread. a set menu may
seem unpretentious, but each of these dishes would have done
credit to any á la carte menu. the atmosphere in the restaurant
was convivial and the service excellent. the lunch must rank as
one of our best in recent times.
the occasion was arranged by iWfs stalwart Jim Muir and
gracefully presided over by branch chairman Judith stares.

John Boyd

Rayeesa and chapatis

THE SPICE GIRL
last november a select group of us, strengthened by friends
from bath and bristol branch, visited rayeesa’s indian kitchen.
it’s situated in a ﬁfteenth century farmhouse set deep in the
herefordshire countryside.
rayeesa asghar-sandys was brought up in london and worked
there before moving to herefordshire in 2003. disappointed by
the display of indian food in local supermarkets and its lack of
freshness, she vowed to share her love of indian food with
others and to “create a product that people can use to cook
amazing curries at home”.
rayeesa made a complete career change when she decided to
set up a cookery school as she was previously working as a
police ofﬁcer with the Met. her sauces are now made
commercially under her personal control and are available
online and at her home. her style of cooking follows that of the
southern state of hyderabad, a region known for its rich food
and where she grew up as a toddler.
a former contestant in dragon’s den, she is now a familiar
ﬁgure, along with her two daughters, at food fairs throughout
the country. her sauces are frozen rather than canned or
bottled, which ensures that the freshness of the spices and
herbs is retained.

continued on page 26 ➦
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donation of a case of château potensac 2001 Médoc.
We were delighted to host three couples from head ofﬁce – ian
nicol, chairman of our area (europe & africa zone) and his wife
chris; david chapman, a self-confessed ‘wine anorak’ who
kindly donated the case of claret, and his wife Jane; plus
Michael Messent and his wife Marilyn, who have been staunch
supporters of our branch for many years.
We also had six of our loyal friends from bath and bristol branch,
with whom we have a close relationship and are joint hosts for
the 2018 West country weekend of the eaz later on in the year.

Chairman Judith Stares trying her hand

➥ continued from page 25

during our visit she showed us her top seven spices and she
demonstrated how she prepares chicken with spinach, dhal, rice
and chapattis. We all had to have a go at rolling chapati dough
and cooking it on a hot dry pan. surprisingly they turned out
well!
finally we all sat down to a lunch of the dishes she had
prepared. the unanimous verdict was that her food was superb.
We also greatly enjoyed rayeesa’s presentation which was
delivered with clarity and charm.
We left loaded with sample packs of her sauces, in
complimentary cool-boxes, well equipped for turning turkey
leftovers into tasty meals during the christmas period.
it was an educational as well as a convivial occasion – the
branch supplied a welcome aperitif of ﬁzz, plus white or red
table wine to complement the meal.
We are now on the lookout for chefs or cooks from other
countries and cuisines to add to our repertoire.

John Boyd

XMAS AT THE CASTLE HOUSE HOTEL
another festive meal at the castle house hotel in hereford was
the occasion for the 21st anniversary dinner of the herefordshire
and Monmouthshire branch. this privately owned hotel has
been our venue of choice on several occasions, and their high
standards of service and attention to detail didn’t disappoint.
thirty-four members and guests gathered for pre-dinner
champagne (Jean de foigny premier cru) and canapés, before
enjoying a menu which included amongst several choices pan
fried langoustine, fillet of beef with wild mushroom and
pancetta sausage and roast partridge, followed by a choice of
desserts, petit fours and mince pies.
in conjunction with the hotel, the accompanying wines received
several compliments: sharpham estate’s dart Valley reserve
2016; Weingut salwey’s spätburgunder oberrotweiler
Käsleberg in baden, and the dessert wine adega de pegões
Moscatel de setúbal. this was greatly enhanced by the
26

although we are a relatively small branch we do manage to
have a varied and exciting programme, and pride ourselves on
providing not only ﬁne dining, but congenial company.
future plans include a visit to a local gin distillery, and an upmarket hog roast, weather permitting. We also have a brexit
lunch in the diary, with food and wine sourced entirely without
the eu – but this has followed the political climate and been the
subject of several postponements!
there could be interesting times ahead as apparently insectbased protein powder is going to be the next big food trend.
We should certainly be able to base something around that…!

Judith Stares
chairman
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Leicestershire Branch
2017 OVERVIEW

Supper at The Martin’s Arms
an exciting and varied programme has been much enjoyed
over the past year. after supper at the Martin’s arms, colston
bassett, we were treated to a delicious spring luncheon at the
olive branch, clipston. this was kindly arranged by John hind.
spanish wines accompanied the meal, commencing with sherry
fino, ossian Verdejo 2012, and castillo y leon passadouro
tinto 2013 douro Valley.
summer brought a traditional english garden party hosted by
sally and steven gazstowicz at their home. the menu was ﬁlled
with memories of summer picnics. dressed salmon, coronation
chicken, and freshly baked quiches, followed by pavlova,
chocolate tart, and local strawberries. all the food was expertly
prepared and presented by sarah nicholson, one of the
committee, and heartfelt thanks were extended for all her work.

Summer Garden Party
delights too sweet. overall however, it was good to experience
a different culture and cuisine.
the year concluded with a return to John’s house, a small but
beautifully appointed Michelin starred restaurant in Quorn. a
delicious supper was enjoyed by all including red legged
partridge, and carrot sorbet as highlights. their service was
attentive and informative. this hidden gem in the Quorn
countryside will surely be visited again.

Sue Dennis

hambleton hall, rutland, our nearest Michelin starred
restaurant provided a superb lunch at our next meeting which
was much enjoyed with thanks to tony Willis for planning the
event (see page 27, october 2017, food & Wine).
the theme moved to eastern european cuisine and
entertainment at tarboosh restaurant, loughborough, in
october. (tarboosh being the turkish word for the fez hat.) the
branch experienced a very different evening with traditional
turkish dishes and a belly dancer. ‘belly dancing’ is the
translation of the french term, danse du ventre or dance of the
stomach, which was applied to the dance in the Victorian era
and referred to the egyptian dancers. We were well entertained
and may have some new interests to pursue. the music was
rather loud making conversation difﬁcult. We were possibly
meant to join in with the dancing? Modern turkish ancestors
were nomadic, depending on agriculture and domestic animals
for food. Milk and dairy products were important and yoghurt is
widely used. We enjoyed a delicious selection of Mezze dishes
including houmous, stuffed vine leaves and couscous. the main
dishes were cooked on an open grill and the meats were
ﬂavoured with oregano, red pepper ﬂakes and allspice. a
refreshing mint and parsley salad was a perfect balance to the
heat from the chicken dishes. desserts were less appealing.
sticky baklava pastries were rather cloying and the turkish

Tarboosh Restaurant, Loughborough
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London Branch
AUSTRALIAN WINES VERSUS FRENCH WINES
on 30th november, at the naval club in Mayfair, we had a blind
tasting of australian wines chosen by the organiser, bernard
lamb, competing against french wines of a similar type and
price chosen by Jeffrey benson. the wines were tasted in pairs,
with members voting for which was the better wine and
guessing which wine came from which country. the start was
inauspicious as Jeffrey and his wines arrived at ten minutes past
the starting time, through no fault of his: his minicab had been
hit by another vehicle, with inevitable delays. neither he nor the
wines were hurt, fortunately.
Round 1
2015 Naturalys Viognier, Pays d’Oc, Domaine Gerard Bertrand
vs 2016 Yalumba Viognier, Eden Valley, both 13%.
both wines were pale lemon, with excellent big bouquets and
very good ﬂavours and lengths. nine people preferred the
australian, ﬁve preferred the french. nine people thought that
the australian was australian and ﬁve put it as french. Jeffrey
thought that the french wine had better acidity.

Round 2
2011 Domaine de L’Eglise Pomerol, 13% vs 2010 Henschke
Abbotts Prayer, Adelaide Hills, Merlot/Cabernet Sauvignon,
14.5%.
left glass: purple, with a lovely rich bouquet, big ﬂavour,
balanced but needing longer for the tannins to soften. elegant
and delicious. it was french.
right glass: black-purple. elderberry bouquet. even more tannic
than its rival, but showed class. it was australian. they were
both excellent wines in structure and potential, but we were
drinking them too young. five people (plus me) preferred the
french, nine preferred the australian. eight thought that the
french wine was french; seven put it as australian.
Round 3
2013 Châteauneuf du Pape ‘Reserve de Château Fortia’ vs
2013 Charles Melton Nine Popes, Barossa Valley,
Shiraz/Grenache/Mourvèdre, both 14.5%.
left glass: purple-red. good fruity bouquet. slight sweetness.
lots of fruit. Very good. it was french.
right glass: black-purple. good deep bouquet. Very fruity.
long. delicious. it was australian. nine preferred the australian;
four preferred the french. ten thought that the french was
french; three put it as australian.
Round 4
2013 Crozes Hermitage ‘Terre d’Eclat’ Domaine de la Ville
Rouge, 13% vs 2014 Tyrell’s Wood Duck Dam, Heathcote
Shiraz, 14.5%.
left glass: purple. good fruity bouquet and ﬂavour. a little too
tannic now. it was french.
right glass: purple. good complex bouquet. lovely ﬂavour and
length. it was australian. seven preferred the australian, six
preferred the french. nine put the french as french; four put it
as australian.
Round 5
2013 Cornas ‘La Sabarotte’ Domaine Courbis, 13.5% vs 2005
Tim Adams The Aberfeldy, Clare Valley, Shiraz, 14.5%.
left glass: black-purple. big fruity bouquet and an excellent
fruity ﬂavour. delicious and fully ready. it was australian.
right glass: deep black-purple. big fruity bouquet but very
tannic (as cornas often is). of course, the tannins would be less
noticeable if the red wines were drunk with food. it was french.
13 preferred the australian and two preferred the french. eight
put the australian as australian and ﬁve put it as french.
the outcome was therefore ﬁve rounds to the australian wines,
none to the french. as shown by the results, it was often not
easy to tell which wines were from which country. Where alcohol
levels differed, they were not announced until the end, when
prices and sources were given. the general opinion was that the
wines were excellent and well-chosen, and that the blind-tasting
format was very enjoyable. bernard and Jeffrey may do a similar
tasting late next year, south africa versus france. brenda lamb
provided a cold supper, with puddings.

Bernard Lamb
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London Branch
FORTIFIED WINES AND LIQUEURS
on 16th november, at the naval club in Mayfair, a small but
experienced group tasted small but high-quality samples of six
fortiﬁed wines and four liqueurs. one aim was to compare
excellent commercial wines with ones made at home by winners
of the relevant classes judged by the organiser, bernard lamb,
at the national shows. the liqueurs were either commercial or
made by him. the tasting of the pairs of wines was done blind,
with tasters voting for which they preferred out of the pair and
guessing which was the commercial one.
Sweet sherry: one of these was made by winners at the
national show 2017. the other was lustau east india solera
sherry, 20% alcohol.
1. dark amber-gold. excellent sherry bouquet and ﬂavour.
sweet.
2. slightly darker amber. good bouquet and ﬂavour. big body.
sweeter and longer than 1.
three people preferred wine 1, ﬁve preferred wine 2; one
thought wine 1 was commercial and six correctly guessed that 2
was.
Madeira: one of these was made by winners at the national
show 2016. the other was henriques & henriques Madeira
Malvasia 10 years old, 20% alcohol.
3. deep amber-brown with slight cloudiness. good bouquet
and ﬂavour; slightly astringent. sweet.
4. same colour but a better bouquet. deep ﬂavour. good
length. a bigger wine than 3, delicious.
six preferred 3; three preferred 4. one thought that 4 was
commercial but six correctly identiﬁed 3 as commercial.
Port: one of these was made by winners at the national show in
2013. the other was burmester late bottled Vintage port 2001,
bottled 2005, 20% alcohol.
5. black with red edges. adequate bouquet. good ﬂavour and
length. sweet.
6. slightly brownish red. good bouquet. delicious ﬂavour.
Mature. sweet.
five preferred 5; four preferred 6. three thought that 6 was
commercial and ﬁve correctly thought that 5 was.

7. Apricot Brandy: gold. Very pleasant bouquet of apricots but
also smelling quite strongly of almonds and marzipan. smooth
and harmonious with a lovely ﬂavour. sweet. this was much
liked, with comments such as ‘delicious’, ‘lovely’, ‘very nice’.
one man thought it was commercial but the rest correctly
guessed home-made.
8. Amaretto: Mid-gold. lovely rich almond bouquet. deep and
very attractive ﬂavour. sweet, with a huge length. a bigger body
and sweeter than 7. everyone loved it. three thought it was
commercial and ﬁve correctly guessed home-made.
9. Grande Paris: this rare and generally unknown liqueur is
similar to grand Marnier. gold. fragrant orange – and
especially orange-ﬂower – bouquet – wonderful and much
enjoyed. great ﬂavour and length. it was greatly liked, evoking
comments such as ‘aromatic smell transports me to spain’;
‘great nose’; ‘i’d like to dab it on my wrists’. two thought it was
commercial and ﬁve correctly put it as home-made.
10. Triple Sec, Curaçao Liqueur á l’Orange: Watery pale. good
bouquet of oranges and alcohol. tastes alcoholic. powerful.
good ﬂavour, excellent length. sweet. nearly everyone correctly
guessed that it was commercial. to make it at home would
require a high-strength alcohol.

Sweet sherries, home-made to the left, Lustau to the right

the alcohol, at 40%, really stood out in liqueur 10, while the
home-made liqueurs were all 26 to 29% alcohol to simulate

continued on page 30 ➦
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London Branch
HAUT-BRION VERTICAL TASTING
how fortunate were those of us in london branch who enjoyed
a once-in-a-blue-moon vertical château haut-brion tasting of
some of the best vintages between 1989 and 2007, organised
courtesy of the careful cellaring of richard Jackson, and led by
our experienced and knowledgeable chairman Jeffrey benson.
in the 1855 classiﬁcation of the red wines of bordeaux, still the
most famous and inﬂuential classiﬁcation, château haut-brion is
the only one of the ﬁve first growths outside the Médoc. its
classiﬁcation is pessac-léognan ac, premier grand cru classé,
cru classé de graves.
it has an historic pedigree. Vineyards have been in existence for
2000 years. but back in the 16th century it was the dynamism of
Jean de pontac, head of the bordeaux parliament, who married
into the family which owned the property, who was responsible
for establishing this particular domaine. he expanded the
estate, raised the quality and price of the wine, and was ﬁrst to
put the estate name on the wine. he thereby created an
international brand and market.

the earliest references, the ﬁrst to a named claret, are in 1660 in
the cellar ledger of english King charles ii, and refer to
payments to a wine merchant for 169 bottles of ‘hobriono’.
then samuel pepys, a devoted wine drinker with an extensive
cellar, noted in his diary in 1663: “… i drank a sort of french
wine, called ho bryan, that hath a good and most particular
taste that i never met with."
the american ﬁnancier clarence dillon bought château hautbrion in 1935, after it had fallen on hard times. anecdotally he
was apparently considering buying cheval blanc but was put off
going there because of miserable cold and wet weather. instead
he chose château haut-brion and got a better bargain. the
limited company which owns the estate today is domaine
clarence dillon. prince robert of luxembourg is head of the
domaine and Jean-philippe delmas is the third generation as
manager, administrator and wine maker. he and his
predecessors have constantly been innovative. for example, in
the 1960s it was the ﬁrst of the first growths to introduce
stainless steel fermentation vats which increased the reliability
of the viniﬁcation process. rootstock and clonal selection
research started in 1972, with the long-term objective of
lowering yields.
the grape varieties are a combination of Merlot and cabernet
sauvignon, with about ten per cent cabernet franc and one per
cent petit Verdot. the exact percentages making up a vintage
may vary from year to year. the average age of the vines is 35
years. the soil is mainly gravel with some sand.

1996 on left, 1998 on right

our tasting in october began with the only white of the
evening, the 2007. it was a bright lemon-yellow colour. the
sémillon showed through initially in the expressive aromas

continued on page 31 ➦
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correctly their commercial equivalents. the home-made
fortiﬁed wines were all about 20%, like the corresponding
commercials. the home-made liqueurs were all made with 650
ml 40% polish Vodka, 260 g of an appropriate liqueur base
(sugar, corn maltodextrins, acidity regulator 331, thickener 466)
and the appropriate liqueur essence from top shelf, still spirits,
to give about one litre, which was ready the same day! those
cheap new zealand extracts can be ordered over the internet,
e.g., from hop & grape, and can also be used with or without
alcohol in drinks or desserts.
the extraordinary thing about the fortiﬁed wines was how close
in style and quality the home-made ones were to the
commercials. they were made by experienced and enthusiastic
home-wine makers with no professional training. the fact that
tasters sometimes preferred the home-made wines, and that
the latter could easily be confused with commercials, shows
that making good ‘sherry’, ‘Madeira’ and ‘port’ does not
require professional oenologists or viticulturists, the correct
grape varieties, soils, climate, oak barrels, soleras, estufas or
lagars, etc.
30

how can such close approximations to the commercials be
made at home, usually in one-gallon glass demijohns? We can
get complexity from mixtures of ingredients, and concentration
from using dried fruits or large amounts of fresh ones. for
example, the late dr John harrison’s blackberry and elderberry
port (for 15 gallons in 1976) was made with 30 lb blackberries;
27 lb elderberries; 8 lb Morello cherries; 4 lb damsons; 1 lb
brown sugar to the gallon for sweetening the ﬁnished wine. it
contained no grape products and was delicious decades later.
his 1990 Verdelho-style Madeira (raisins, dried ﬁgs, dried
apricots, dates, dried bananas, sultanas, plus 4.75 lb of brown
sugar to sweeten) involved putting the six gallons on hot plates
at 110°f (43°c) for three months. When sweetened further in
2007 to make it Malmsey-style, it was superb. using a highalcohol yeast, we can at home get 16% alcohol easily and up to
21% with care and feeding small amounts of sugar late on. We
can fortify if needed.
brenda lamb provided a cold supper, with puddings.

Bernard Lamb
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➥ continued from page 30
including ﬂowers, peach and apricot, and then sauvignon blanc
kicked in. a balanced, complex taste, fruit ﬂavours overlaid with
mineral hints, good acidity and length.
our ﬁrst red was the 1989. the earliest harvest since 1893 in a
very hot and very dry year, this was an exceptional vintage. this
wine is rated as one of the greatest bordeaux ﬁrst growths then
and since (and for some years before), scoring full marks from
wine writers – and from Jean-philippe delmas. it has been
compared with the legendary 1959. everything was in harmony:
marked tobacco and subtle dark berry fruit among the nuanced
aromas, mineral-enhanced fruits on the medium-bodied palate,
with length and grip – drinking so well, but this particular bottle
“very gracefully just starting to go down the slope” as one of us
commented. the auction price would be about £1,400 a bottle
(auction estimates exclude Vat).
the 1990 was another stunning wine, a darker red, with denser
blackcurrant and other dark berry ripe fruit on the nose and on
the palate, elegant with a long ﬁnish. it was showing tannins –
perhaps it needed a longer decanting period, or it might take
another six months to soften out. this would fetch around £600
at auction. Many of us reckoned this the star of the evening.
We tried the next six wines in pairs.
the cork on the 1996 had dried out but was in good condition.
the wine had lost most of its fruit on the nose and palate,
although this could be this particular bottle or the batch. the
cépage was different, with a higher percentage of Merlot than
usual, 50%. the auction price would be about £600 a bottle.
1998 was a warm year. august was a very dry month, and the
rains arrived in late september. this wine was decanted. the
colour evidenced a younger wine than the 1996: a very good
wine, better than the 1996. it was more intense and displayed
huge tannins, as an enormous wine that would beneﬁt from
food such as roast lamb. the auction price would be under £400
a bottle.
august in 1999 was hot and it rained in september. the vintage
was large. this wine showed balance and charm but not
signiﬁcant depth; easy drinking, a “good luncheon claret”. the
auction price would be about £350 a bottle. 2000 was a very hot
summer indeed, with good rain in spring and the early autumn.
the sun was out at the right time. this is a superb vintage. a

dark red colour, more purple than the 1999, and with more
denseness and length. about £500 a bottle at auction.
2001 was also a hot summer, with autumn rains. this is a good
vintage, and as it follows the 2000, some bargain clarets can be
picked up. august was hot, but a rainy september watered
down the crop. there is still good fruit, although lighter than
the 2000, and it is easy drinking now. in 2002 there was rain in
July and august, but a dry september saved the harvest. the
vintage has the reputation of being a dilute vintage and a
smaller crop. however, this wine has a powerful nose, scented
berry fruit, and herbaceous overtones. taste shows good
balance, good acidity and smooth integrated tannins. it
compares very favourably with the 2001, but may take a little
more time to come round fully, although it is already drinking
very well.
We ﬁnished with the 2007, another good vintage. this is a
serious wine, showing ﬁrm tannins and the structure for long
ageing, but we found this wine very closed at present. it is
anticipated that it will become like the 2002. these last three
wines are fetching about £300 a bottle at auction.
the tasting was accompanied by canapés and held in a private
area at M restaurant in Victoria, london sW1, and we were well
looked after. We all enormously appreciated the tasting of such
wonderful wines worth some thousands of pounds, especially in
the context of richard Jackson’s generosity in providing the
wines at such modest cost, and Jeffrey benson’s expertise in
leading it.

Rachel Burnett

2007 vintage
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Manchester Branch
DECEMBER WARMTH AT MANCHESTER HOUSE
• snack 2: rice cracker, cod roe emulsion, verjus and
nasturtium – buttery, sweet and acidic, the rich buttery
texture of the emulsion and the nasturtium adding a hint of
spice.
• snack 3: foie gras, sauternes and trufﬂe served in a savoury
cone – the rich mousse was cut through by the sweetness of
the sauternes. the trufﬂe brought everything together, a great
hit of earthy ﬂavour.
We drank rioja blanco, izadi, 2016. Judicious use of subtle oak
enhances the rippling ﬂavours of the crisp Viura grape.

Manchester house has a new chef, nathaniel tofan, who is a
protégé of aiden byrne. his approach to cooking is based on
the great classical cuisine, and he has already put his magical
touch to the kitchen. in the planning stages of the event ronnie
and i met James devereux, sommelier, and John clossik, newlyappointed events Manager, again a promotion within house.
We knew we were in capable hands. nathaniel spoke of his love
of cooking and his style which is about taste and ﬂavour
whether robust or delicate, sweet or earthy, pungent or
aromatic. there is a simplicity in his post-modern cooking style
that does away with disguises, complex sauces and elaborate
combinations of ingredients, and lets the essential qualities of
the food shine through as we discovered. our lunch was an
explosion of ﬂavours and this style of cooking would reﬂect the
words of the great philosopher anthelme brillat-savarin who
wrote in physiologie du gout, ou Méditations de gastronomie
transcendante 1826 "tell me what you eat and i will tell you
what you are".
the snow was falling, we arrived to a warm welcome and were
guided to the twelfth ﬂoor bar, everyone was in a jolly mood
and staff circulated around the room with trays of billecartsalmon réserve brut nV, supplied complimentary by the
restaurant and a perfect start to the event served with canapés.
down to the dining room, three snack canapés:
• snack 1: duck heart with watercress, beurre noisette – rich,
gamey and peppery with richness from the nut-brown butter.
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Monkﬁsh smoked over pine, hen-of-the-woods mushroom, goats’
curd. this was a delicate and fragrant piece of ﬁsh inspired by the
season, the use of douglas ﬁr pine has a rather unique ﬂavour
which complemented the dish. a touch of acidity from the pickled
onion and the freshness from goats’ curd was unique. We drank
soave pieropan 2016 which is probably one of the most famous
producers of ﬁne and elegant soave – it’s consistently excellent.
our next course was trufﬂe poached chicken breast, vanilla and
artichoke purée, with roast salsify. putting this dish together was
a labour of love, brined for twelve hours with lemon, thyme,
rosemary and garlic, then air dried for a further twelve hours,
and then gently poached with vanilla and trufﬂes resulting in a
depth of ﬂavour, sweetness from the artichoke purée and
earthiness from the trufﬂe. the choice of wine was nebbiolo,
Matteo correggia, 2013. a fruity nose of red fruits, cherries and
cherry blossom, characteristic of the wine.
pear tarte tatin, beurre noisette ice cream. a dish that shone, so
many textures and ﬂavours on a plate, buttery, sweet and nutty
with a hint of Muscovado. the burnt butter ice cream was certainly
a new interpretation of a classic. a wine that stood up to this dish
was sauternes, château delmond 2014, rich and intense.
coffee, petit fours and crisp pastry mince pies followed.
from the compliments received and feedback to the
committee, i know that members are looking forward to their
next gastronomic experience.

Patrick Trodden
committee Member
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Merseyside and Mid-Cheshire Branch
AUTUMN EVENTS…
• Vodka cured ocean trout served with avocado, rye bread and
bloody Mary sorbet
Oltre Passo Falanghina Botter 2016
• Maple glazed beef short rib, served with caraway beef
mustard, potato mousse, carrots and onion seed
Petit Verdot Bodega Ruca Malén Mendoza 2013
• chocolate tuille, served with chocolate ice cream, lemon and
cocoa soil
this venue is one which we will visit again and the only negative
was that we were not there for dinner so that we could have
enjoyed the ﬁreworks across the Mersey!
our 2017 programme concluded with a black-tie dinner at the
Mill hotel in chester. after an apéritif of fantinel prosecco in
the lounge, we boarded the hotel’s cruise barge for dinner
cruising the chester canal.
in september the branch enjoyed a picnic at the home of paul
and Val bishop in north Wales. the weather was kind to us and
the proceedings began with a wine tasting presented by our
chairman and Wine steward, paul. the food was served by a
local indian restaurant, the asha of llanwrst, and it was
delicious. the menu was: onion bhaji and chicken pakora,
served with salad, mint sauce and mango chutney. this was
followed by a selection of dishes: chicken achari, chicken
Massala, prawn sagwala, lamb shatkora, accompanied by pilau
rice and puri bread. a different style to our annual picnic but
enjoyed by all. Jean Whiteman completed the meal with an
assiette of desserts and a cheese board, both equally delicious.
in october, 22 members and friends boarded the eurostar at st
pancras and headed for switzerland. from paris we took the
tgV to strasbourg for an overnight stop and sightseeing. the
following day we travelled from strasbourg to basle, basle to
interlaken and then interlaken to Meiringen, our ﬁnal
destination. Meiringen is famous for its associations with sir
arthur conan doyle and his creation, sherlock holmes. the
town is close to the reichenbach falls, where the detective
fought with his nemesis, Moriarty. We stayed in the hotel
Victoria, a modern establishment close to the railway station,
owned and run by franziste and simon anderejj. We dined on a
half board basis and the variety and quality of the food was
excellent. they were particularly attentive to the requirements
of guests with food allergies. We travelled around by train and
enjoyed spectacular views from the rothorn steam railway,
encountering a snow blizzard on the summit. the highlight was
the journey to the Jungfraujoch, the highest mountain station in
europe. the snow-clad views from the top of europe were
breath-taking. after having our ﬁll of swiss chocolate and
fondue, we returned via basle, where we stayed in the hotel
gaia, before journeying through paris to re-join the eurostar for
london. another triumph for Val bishop tours!

Menu
• tender duck breast served on a bed of sweet rocket and
accompanied by a plum and cinnamon sauce
Waibaro Sauvignon Blanc – Marlborough
• there was a choice of beef, turkey or salmon served with
seasonal vegetables for a main course.
Rare Vineyard’s Malbec, Pays d’Oc
• a choice of sweets, which included christmas pudding,
followed by coffee and mints.
the 2018 programme includes a return to the ever popular la
boheme, in lymm, the 39 steps in styal and a ﬁrst visit to the
crewe academy – voted the top college restaurant in the uK.

Angela Britland

on 5th november we visited the panoramic restaurant in
liverpool. it was a glorious, sunny day and we were rewarded
with spectacular views of the city, the river, the Wirral and the
mountains of Wales beyond. after an aperitif of grahams White
port, we enjoyed the following menu:
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Merseyside and Mid-Cheshire Branch
… SOUTH AFRICAN TASTING AT LA BOHEME
on 18th January, 42 of our members and friends attended la
boheme in lymm, one of our favourite restaurants for a wine
tasting followed by the dinner. We were particularly encouraged
by the number of new members who have joined us this year.
our chairman and Wine steward, paul bishop, chose south
african wines for the tasting and to accompany the dinner. out
of the members attending it was interesting to note that our
non-wine option with the meal attracted sixteen of our
members indicating that the food and good companionship
were the key criteria.
Tasting
on arrival we enjoyed de Morgenzon non-vintage brut chenin
blanc sparkling from the 2014 vintage, though labelled as a
non-vintage, fresh and with ﬁnesse.
our second tasting was a Meerlust pinot noir 2016 with
moderate colour, sweet strawberry and cherry fruit, and a hint of
spice on the palate.
the ﬁnal offering was the Wine society’s exhibition pinotage,
stellenbosch 2014, Kanonkop. this rich and spicy full-bodied

red had deep and vibrant colour, typical plum and red-fruit
aromas and ﬂavour, with a smooth ﬂeshy palate.
With the meal we had two wines from painted Wolf Wines
whose name is derived from the owners’ love for the african wild
dog, and their dedication to wildlife preservation. We drank
chenin blanc ‘the den’ which was full bodied with tropical
ﬂavours of creamy pineapple, melon and vanilla followed by a
‘guillermo’ pinotage from swartland. both were well received
following a good recommendation from the Wine society.
olivier troalen had prepared a delicious menu starting with
scottish pan fried scallops with french black pudding (the black
pudding tasted just as good as the bury version).
a gressingham duck breast served on a bed of roasted
vegetables followed accompanied by a Meerlust, a traditionally
styled pinot noir from stellenbosch with moderate colour,
sweet strawberry and cherry fruit. crêpe suzette à la française
with a grand Marnier sauce and ice cream provided a delicious
dessert.

Tim Hodges

Gift of Membership
the gift of a year’s iWfs membership to
friends or relatives could be the ideal
birthday, christmas or ‘thank you’ present.
When someone purchases such a gift they
will receive a certiﬁcate, as shown, and an
iWfs membership application form to
give to the recipient(s).
the cost is the same as current
membership rates for the europe africa
zone of iWfs which are:
single
Joint
young single*
young Joint*

£42.00
£55.00
£21.00
£27.50

some branches have an additional branch membership fee
which should be paid locally by the new member(s).
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Membership can be redeemed for the calendar year in which
the certiﬁcate was issued or the following year. if redeemed
after 1st november in the year of issue it will cover membership
up to the end of the following year.
anyone wishing to purchase a gift of membership certiﬁcate
should contact me, preferably by email
eazmembership@outlook.com, giving their name, address,
iWfs branch (if any), type of
membership required and the name(s)
of the intended recipient(s) and i will
send them the required certiﬁcate.

Margaret Chippendale
eaz Membership registrar
* Young members, both parties in the case
of joint membership, should be under 36 on
1st January in the year the certificate is used.
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Northampton Branch
ANNUAL DINNER AT HAMBLETON HALL
We returned yet again to the splendid hambleton hall for our
annual dinner on 15th october. it has recently been deservedly
voted “best luxury hotel in england” and has held its Michelin
star for 34 years. one of our members, betty Meadows, has had
a long and close association with hambleton hall and its
owners tim and stefa hart, and every year she takes enormous
trouble to plan the menu for our dinner.
When our founder, andré simon, died in 1970, he left
instructions – and some château latour – for a dinner to be
held at the savoy on his 100th birthday in 1977 (menu pictured
below). betty and her husband were privileged to attend this
function. on the 40th anniversary of this occasion, betty
challenged chef aaron patterson to replicate the original menu
with some modern twists.
this he achieved with his normal consummate skill. after a
champagne reception with delicious canapés, we sat down to
beef consommé with smoked bone Marrow and Jacob’s
ladder (short rib of beef) served with a specogna friulano fresh
white wine which also accompanied the next course of poached
ﬁllet of sea trout with oyster and cucumber sauce, which was
attractive and tasty.
the main course was guinea fowl with violet artichoke, spelt and
– a touch of genius this – wild mushroom and foie gras ravioli.
two pinot noirs were served with this: newton Johnston 2015
from south africa, light and mellow, and dveri-pax Modi 2011
from slovenia, classy with a bit more bite. this was followed by
a cheese course of baron bigod brie from suffolk served with a
mystery wine from the house cellars.
our secretary, nigel Kay, and assistant secretary robin
sheppard, then stood and debated what it was that we had
been drinking while sommelier, dominique baduel, smiled
smugly and winced occasionally in the background. they
plumped for a syrah-based northern rhône from the early
2000s. dominique admired their analysis, but had to reveal that
we had been drinking a châteauneuf-du-pape 2013 domaine
du pegau with just 10% syrah but 80% grenache. regrettably,
none of the rest of us made a more accurate diagnosis, but

admired the systematic approach and bravery exhibited by the
secretary team.
the dessert was peach and raspberry terrine with clotted cream
ice served with a delheim edelspatz noble late harvest
riesling, stellenbosch. aaron patterson and his team came in to
be praised in an address from flemming rathsach, whose only
negative was that he did not like spelt! our chair, nikki Kidger
wound up proceedings and reﬂected that this had been one of
the best ever annual dinners.

John Kelly
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Surrey Hills Branch
IN THE REIGN OF THE TUDORS
once upon a ﬁne summer’s day the three musketeers of surrey
hills met to decide how best to entertain members in the
closing months of 2017. racking their collective brains they
decided to celebrate the old quarter day of Michelmas – a great
excuse to cook goose, historically the favoured meat of the
season. there was just one snag; 21st century diaries meant that
none of them were available on the given day. undaunted they
lighted on the 29th october, close enough they thought, and
besides st Jude’s day turned out to be the 28th – the patron
saint of lost causes(!). it seemed auspicious.
history does not relate how, unsatisﬁed with this departure, they
ﬁnally decided to hold a tudor themed lunch, but this they did
and thus members of surrey hills branch and friends were
invited to ‘castle’ shepherd where the food was resolutely
tudor even if the ambience and the wine were resoundingly
21st century.
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our hostess had decided to use plates and cutlery, rather than
trenchers and ﬁngers; and she had ﬂatly declined to take up the
ﬁtted carpets and strew the ﬂoors with fragrant rushes. she had
even – to their annoyance – kennelled the hunting hounds so
there was no point in throwing scraps on the ﬂoor.
in tudor times there would not have been wines as we now
experience them. but members were well satisﬁed with the
glass of hambledon premier cuvée brut which greeted them on
arrival and the Mondavi Woodbridge shiraz 2007 which our host
had chosen to accompany the meal.
the impeccably researched menu consisted of Vegetable
pottage, followed by a three-bird roast served with heritage
carrots and roasted parsnips and then dessert, durham flufﬁn
and/or Warden pears. our three cooks, diana, susie and
stephanie, had been surprised by how familiar the dishes
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or purple. the orange carrot was not developed until the
sixteenth century.
finally the dessert was durham flufﬁn (prepared by stephanie)
and/or Warden pears (prepared by susie punch). the pears,
poached in cider with nutmeg and sugar, were traditionally
served on st Jude’s day. durham flufﬁn is made from barley
cooked in milk, or milk and water, until it is as smooth as velvet.
nutmeg, sugar or honey, and brandy are added to taste and
the resultant dish was served on christmas eve to family and
visitors alike. the pears were delicious, a worthwhile variation
on the more familiar pears in red wine. the flufﬁn was an
interesting departure; having more the texture of single cream
than, say, a custard. it took a lot longer to cook than the recipe
suggested: deﬁnitely one of those dishes which needed more
work in the development kitchen.
seemed. certainly any 21st century diner with a taste for the
cuisine of Morocco and the levant would have felt relatively at
home at a tudor table with its penchant for nutmeg, cloves,
cinnamon and honey.

authenticity went out of the window when we came to the tea
and coffee! the ﬁrst coffee house did not appear in oxford until
1650 and tea became popular during the 1660’s.

diana had prepared the Vegetable pottage*, a soup of carrots,
celery, onions, cabbage, swedes and peas spiked with cloves
and served in a scooped out seeded wholemeal roll which was
delicious.

all in all we had a most enjoyable lunch and were fascinated by
the experience and applauded the research that had gone into
the meal; i am pretty sure that andré simon would have been
delighted that here we were doing something innovative and
different. thanks to the surrey hills team.

the main course, cooked by stephanie, was a three bird roast
– a boned goose stuffed with chicken and pheasant with a
spiced pork and orange farce – accompanied by heritage
purple and yellow carrots and roasted parsnips. no potatoes in
tudor britain, they arrived from peru during the 1600s but were
viewed with considerable suspicion throughout europe and did
not become widely accepted at all levels of society until the
nineteenth century. and no orange carrots, although the carrot
itself was known in the tenth century, it would have been yellow

Helen Mills
president
*pottage is a vegetable soup thickened with oats. it was widely
eaten in the middle ages when ordinary people would not have
been able to afford much meat. although the medieval peasant
would have had great difﬁculty in believing it because
vegetables were not highly valued, pottage is very nutritious.

Warden Pears (To Serve 4)
Ingredients

¼ pint (150 ml) strong still cider

2 oz (50 g) desiccated coconut

2 oz (50 g) butter

2 tablespoons Cointreau (optional)

½ teaspoon grated nutmeg
4 firm ripe dessert pears

Pre-set the oven to 325°F (170 C) Gas Mark 3

Grated rind of 1 orange

Cream (lightly whipped or clotted cream)

Method

Put cider in a saucepan with nutmeg, sugar, and 1 oz (25 g) butter. Heat gently until the sugar has dissolved and the butter melted.
Bring to the boil and boil for 2 mins.
Peel, halve and core the pears and place in a shallow oven-proof dish, rounded side uppermost.

Pour the cider mixture over the pears, cover and cook in a moderate oven for about 40 mins or until the pears are just tender. (You can
add a few sultanas, seedless raisins or chopped dates to the pears before cooking if you wish.)
Melt the remaining butter in a small frying pan, add the desiccated coconut, with the finely grated orange rind and fry gently until
golden brown, turning occasionally. Spoon onto a heat-proof plate and leave to cool.

Just before serving, stir the Cointreau into the pears and sprinkle the fried coconut over. Serve hot with lightly whipped or clotted cream.
extract from The National Trust Book of Christmas and Festive Day Recipes by sara paston-Williams, published by penguin books 1983.
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Wessex Branch
HARBOUR HEIGHTS ANNUAL DINNER
the Wessex branch annual dinner, traditionally our only black
tie event of the year, was held in october last year at the
harbour heights hotel in sandbanks, poole. the hotel is well
known locally, with outstanding views over poole harbour. its
restaurant has been awarded two aa rosettes for the excellent
cuisine and has a wine cellar to match. head chef, french-born
loic gratadoux, believes in using only the ﬁnest, fresh local
produce in season whenever possible. the sommelier and
general manager charles Van Wyk has a wealth of experience in
the wine trade, having worked in wineries and vineyards in
australia, south africa and the uK.
having worked closely with the chef to produce a very attractive
menu, we chose a new zealand theme for the wines. charles
was happy to recommend some excellent wines to match with
the food, showcasing some of his favourite wines and producers
from that country.
the guests on the night numbered 32 in total, including four
members of the bath & bristol branch and one from the Kuala
lumpur branch, whom we were very pleased to welcome to our
group. We gathered in the hytes suite for an exceptional
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sparkling aperitif from central otago, made from a traditional
blend of pinot noir and chardonnay. this, we learned later, was
made by tony Jordan, the man who built domaine chandon in
australia, and was a fresh, well balanced ﬁzz with a ﬁne, creamy
mousse and a long ﬁnish.
dinner itself started with a light, creamy goats’ cheese mousse,
served with slices of heritage beetroot. the accompanying
yealands estate sauvignon blanc was a perfect match, with
typical herbaceous and citrus notes. this was followed by a
delicious smoked salmon ‘cannelloni’, slices of smoked salmon
rolled into a tube around a salmon ﬁlling, served with a subtle
orange and vanilla dressing applied with a light hand. the dish
was very well complemented by the pinot gris from
Marlborough, which had delicate ﬂoral and citrus ﬂavours with a
crisp acidity but a hint of honey in the after taste.
the main course of herb-crusted lamb saddle was probably the
highlight of the meal, melt-in-the-mouth tender and full of
ﬂavour. it was beautifully presented, as were all the dishes
served to us, and the accompanying vegetables were cooked
well but simply, to enhance rather than overwhelm the lamb.
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the wine selected for this course was a lovely example of a
central otago pinot noir, brimming with red fruit ﬂavours,
complemented by silky tannins and a long ﬁnish.
the sweet course to follow was an excellent pear tatin and with
it we drank a ﬁrst-rate dessert wine made from botrytis-affected
sauvignon blanc grapes. this was a luscious wine, with
concentrated ﬂavours of ripe nectarines and honey and a citrus
lift: delicious on its own but, as is often the case with dessert
wines, a good but not perfect match with the pudding.
to ﬁnish the meal, we shared generous platters of assorted
cheeses with crackers and grapes accompanied by a glass of
yet another pinot noir, this time from Martinborough in new
zealand’s north island. not perhaps as good a wine as the
yealands estate pinot noir with the main course, but still a
smooth, ﬂavoursome wine worth lingering over.
We were fortunate to have the assistant sommelier Marek with
us who, during the meal, was on hand to say a few words about
each wine as it was being served. to complete the list of credits,
it must also be said that the service was impeccable throughout
the evening.
coffee or tea and petit-fours were served to end a truly
excellent meal, which we all enjoyed immensely. needless to
say, we will be returning to this hotel in the not too distant
future.
MENU AND WINES
Reception
akarua brut, bannockburn, central otago
Dinner
goats’ cheese Mousse
beetroot Ketchup, Marinated heritage beetroot
Single Block Sauvignon Blanc 2016, Yealands Estate,
Marlborough

smoked salmon cannelloni
orange & Vanilla dressing, avocado salsa
Pinot Gris Single Estate 2015, Ara Vineyards, Marlborough
herb-crusted lamb saddle
smoked garlic Mash, ratatouille, green beans, lamb Jus
Pinot Noir Winemaker Reserve 2015, Gibbston Valley, Yealands
Estate, Central Otago
harbour heights pear tatin
crispy pear, Vanilla ice cream
‘A Sticky End’ Noble Sauvignon Blanc 2016, Marisco Vineyards,
Marlborough
sharing platters of cheese
‘Te Tera’ Pinot Noir 2014, Martinborough Vineyard,
Martinborough
tea/coffee and petit-fours

Joan Cardy
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DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
UK Wessex
15th March 2018
a tasting of eight french wines,
followed by a three course dinner at the
Miramar hotel, bournemouth. for
further information please contact our
secretary Joan cardy on email
joan@cardy.info.
UK Bath & Bristol
21st March 2018
dinner at san carlo, corn street, bristol.
contact tony grifﬁn for further details,
email tonygrifﬁn987@gmail.com.

UK London

UK Manchester

24th April 2018

24th May 2018

Wine tasting, claret – Modern vs

black tie dinner with adam reid at the

Mature, the naval club. for more

french, at the Midland hotel. email

details email peter diamond on

chris redman at cdredman@talktalk.net

peter.diamond@procedoltd.com.

for further details.

UK Merseyside & Mid-Cheshire

UK London

25th April 2018

26th May 2018

dinner at stannylands hotel, Wilmslow.

Members have been invited to take part

for further details contact tim hodges

in an exclusive musical and historical

at tim@new-pool.demon.co.uk.

tour of Westminster abbey in the
company of members of the purcell

UK Herefordshire & Monmouthshire

club. email John nicholas on

UK Berkshire
23rd March 2018
our branch agM will be followed by a
tasting of wines from ellis of richmond.
for further details please contact Julie
graham at julie.graham@brayclose.com.

25th April 2018

eaz@iwfs.org for further details or to

UK Merseyside & Mid-Cheshire
23rd March 2018
gourmet dinner at award winning crewe
academy. contact tim hodges at
tim@new-pool.demon.co.uk for further
details.

UK Bath & Bristol

UK Blackpool & Fylde Coast
2nd April 2018 (Easter Monday)
Wine tasting (french classics and
alternatives) lead by ron barker at
aysgarth court 7:30 pm. More details
from david James, via email at
david.r.james@btinternet.com.

UK Blackpool & Fylde Coast

AMS NEW YORK (USA)
12th to 14th April 2018
enjoy a spring Weekend in the big
apple – dining in some of the city’s best
restaurants. the event is now sold out
but email sec@iwfs.org if you’d like to
go on the waiting list.
UK Berkshire
20th April 2018
taste the wines from Mahi of new
zealand. presented by duncan ross
from berkmann Wine cellars. for further
details please contact Julie graham at
julie.graham@brayclose.com.
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seafood cookery demonstration and

book your place.

lunch from midday, nr ross on Wye.
contact peter Mcgahey via email
peter.mcgahey@btinternet.com to make
a booking.

26th April 2018
lunch at the priory hotel, bath. contact
tony grifﬁn for further details at
tonygrifﬁn987@gmail.com.

30th April 2018
branch Meal (prepared and cooked by
our own members) at aysgarth court.
the main course will be british rose Veal
and the whole meal will be

EAZ LONDON (UK)
28th May to 2nd June 2018
the eaz is hosting the next iWfs
international festival in london. if you
would like to join one or two events,
rather than the whole festival, then
please email John nicholas on
eaz@iwfs.org to check availability.
UK Blackpool & Fylde Coast
4th June 2018
Wine tasting lead by Miles corish MW
at aysgarth court 7:30 pm. for further
details please contact ron barker, email
ronbarker@hotmail.co.uk.

accompanied by italian Wines, 7:30 pm.
please email david James at

UK London

david.r.james@btinternet.com for further

5th June 2018

details.

lurton family collection, Meet the
Winemaker dinner. email peter diamond

UK Bath & Bristol

on peter.diamond@procedoltd.com for

17th May 2018

more details.

brunch at stoberry park, Wells. contact
tony grifﬁn for further details at

UK London

tonygrifﬁn987@gmail.com.

15th June 2018
human vs nature, an educational meal

UK Merseyside & Mid-Cheshire

and wine pairing that will contrast how

23rd May

winemakers’ individual techniques

dinner at ullium, tattenhall. contact tim

impact the wine being produced. for

hodges at tim@new-pool.demon.co.uk

further details email peter diamond on

for further details.

peter.diamond@procedoltd.com.
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DATES FOR YOUR DIARY

UK Bath & Bristol
19th June 2018
Vineyard tour, wine tasting and lunch at
aldwick court Vineyard, nr bristol.
contact tony grifﬁn for further details at
tonygrifﬁn987@gmail.com.
UK London
21st June 2018
Wine roads leading to rome, enzo’s
Kitchen, piccadilly circus. for further
details email peter diamond at
peter.diamond@procedoltd.com.

EAZ BRISTOL (UK)
23rd to 24th September 2018
Join the eaz agM weekend in
england’s West country, with the
opportunity to dine at the lord Mayor’s
Mansion house. see pages 42-43 for
more details or email Janet bagot on
janet_bagot@yahoo.com for a booking
form.

Looking further ahead…

AMS QUEBEC (CANADA)
26th to 30th September 2018
this event sold out within hours of being
opened for bookings. please email
stephanie schmitz if you would like to
be placed on the waiting list – see
website homepage for the details.

AMS DOURO RIVER CRUISE
(PORTUGAL)
9th to 16th June 2019
a wonderful cruise is planned by the
americas along this major river on the
iberian peninsula designated as a World
heritage site. a pre-tour in lisbon is
also planned from 6th to 8th June. this
event is now sold out but go to the
website link: https://www.iwfs.org/
assets/upload/images/lisbon/lisbon_
portugal_invite_proof_3.pdf to ﬁnd out
more and to go on the wait list.

EAZ ZÜRICH (SWITZERLAND)
19th to 21st October 2018
Join us for a Wine and food Weekend
in the Valais region of switzerland. We’ll
explore the region’s culture and
autumnal countryside and have an
opportunity to sample gourmet as well
as local village food. contact Kurt
haering to ﬁnd out more on email:
chairman@iwfs-zurich.ch.

APZ AUCKLAND (NEW ZEALAND)
8th to 10th March 2019
the 2019 apz agM Weekend will be
held in auckland, with a pre-tour in the
north island and a post-tour to the
fabulous central otago wine region in
the south island.

If you are interested in joining an event
that is full, or reservations closed, then
please contact the organiser in case
space is available.

UK Manchester
30th June
lunch at la popote, chef Victor
Janssen, Marton. email chris redman at
cdredman@talktalk.net for details.
UK Blackpool & Fylde Coast
2nd July 2018
Wine tasting (Wine society exhibition
range) lead by david James at aysgarth
court 7:30 pm. email david James at
david.r.james@btinternet.com for
details.
UK Bath & Bristol
14th July 2018
al fresco lunch at the gables, yatton.
contact tony grifﬁn for further details at
tonygrifﬁn987@gmail.com.
UK Bath & Bristol
16th August 2018
dinner at the ivy brasserie, clifton,
bristol. contact tony grifﬁn at
tonygrifﬁn987@gmail.com for further
details.
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EAZ AGM WEEKEND: BRISTOL, BRUNEL AND BEYOND!
22nd and 23rd september 2018
friends or relatives in bristol? children or grandchildren at
school or university here? interested in ships, planes, trains,
bridges…? Why not combine a visit with the 2018 eaz agM
Weekend, which is being organised jointly by the bath and
bristol branch and the herefordshire and Monmouthshire
branch – we intend to extend a warm West and border country
welcome to you all! We are well aware that however committed
you are the agM on its own is not a great draw, so we have
planned a programme which we hope will entice you to bristol
for an enjoyable and interesting weekend. you can participate
as much or as little as you like, but we hope to have good
representation from our uK branches as well as from some of
our european and african ones. all branch chairmen will shortly
receive a personal invitation, but of course any member
(whether or not attached to a branch) is entitled, and welcome,
to attend.
Annual General Meeting and Members’ Forum, Sunday
agMs are short business meetings and not the most riveting
occasions, but they are necessary to the lawful running of any
organisation. the agM itself will probably be despatched in not
much more than half an hour; perhaps more relevant and we
hope much more interesting will be the planned Members’
forum, which will directly precede the agM. this is your
opportunity to ask questions, raise concerns and make
suggestions – we know that all these are out there so don’t miss
this opportunity to have your say!
this year we are planning to extend our reach by setting up a
webinar (video conferencing) link. this will mean that branches
unable to send representatives to the agM can participate
remotely. We shall be sending information to all branches
shortly as to exactly how this works, but in the meantime why
not plan a lunch or teatime event at a venue which has the
necessary facilities. these are widespread – anywhere that hosts
meetings or conferences should be able to provide them.

What else is on offer?
Saturday night: Dinner at The Ivy Clifton Brasserie
the covent garden ivy celebrated its 100th anniversary last year
– and is just as popular now as it ever was. there are now
around 20 ivy restaurants and cafés and all have in common
their aspiration to be “sophisticated yet approachable, casual
yet polished”. there is always a sense of occasion at the ivy but
this will nevertheless be a complete contrast to the formal
dinner to be held on the sunday. the conversion of a former
banking hall in the heart of clifton village has created some
beautiful dining spaces; we have reserved one of the private
dining rooms for our dinner.
Sunday morning
We have planned two alternative visits:
Aerospace Bristol – a guided tour of this fabulous new
Museum, home to concorde alpha foxtrot – the last of the
iconic supersonic passenger jets to be built and the last to ﬂy –
as well as to examples of all the aircraft developed during a
century of aviation history spanning both world wars.
Tyntesfield House – a guided tour of this spectacular Victorian
gothic revival house lying just to the west of bristol in the
village of Wraxall, north somerset. the house is a grade i listed
building named after the tynte baronets, who had owned
estates in the area since about 1500. the gibbs family, who
made their money by importing guano (bird droppings used for
fertiliser!) bought tyntes place in 1843 and transformed it into
the masterpiece that it is today. it was acquired by the national
trust in 2002 and both the house and grounds have been
beautifully restored.
Sunday evening: Black Tie Dinner at The Mansion House
still the ofﬁcial residence of the lord Mayor of bristol, the
Mansion house is an elegant Victorian villa built in the grand
manner and containing many items of considerable historic
interest. the dinner will be catered by parsnip Mash, a company

© National Trust images, Andrew Butler
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with a very high reputation for their banqueting services.
Weather permitting we should be able to enjoy our champagne
and canapés in the conservatory – or even in the lovely garden!
the Mansion house is only ten minutes’ walk from the hotel,
but transport will be available for those who require it. there is
plenty of car parking space too.
The programme (timings to be conﬁrmed)
Saturday 22nd September
• 6.30pm drinks hosted by bath & bristol and herefordshire
& Monmouthshire committee members
• 7.30pm dinner at the ivy clifton brasserie
Sunday 23rd September
• 9.45 – 12.30 Visit to either the aerospace Museum or
tyntesﬁeld house (nt)
• 1.15 chairman’s reception and buffet lunch (no charge)
• 2.30 – 3.45 – Members’ forum
• 3.45 – agM
• 4.30 – tea and biscuits
• 6.15 – bus shuttle (if required) to Mansion house commences
(no charge)
• 6.45 for 7.45 – black tie dinner at the Mansion house,
preceded by champagne reception and optional tour of the
house
Stay for a night – or the weekend – The Avon Gorge Hotel
an iconic bristol landmark, this grand old hotel overlooking the
gorge and brunel’s clifton suspension bridge had been
showing its age. however it has recently been taken over by the
Malmaison / hotel du Vin group, and is in the process of a total
redesign and refurbishment, to include a new glass-fronted
restaurant built out over the gorge, new conference facilities
and completely refurbished public spaces, bedrooms and
bathrooms. the work, begun last spring, is due to be
completed by april 2018. it’s an exciting project and we are
looking forward to experiencing the ﬁnished product!
prices for standard rooms are as follows:

Saturday: single occupancy £188-£218; double or twin £201-£231
Sunday: single occupancy £118-148; double or twin £131-£161
the higher prices are for gorge-facing rooms. superior rooms
may also be available. all prices include breakfast.
please book directly with the hotel, mentioning iWfs and
allocation reference 2309Wf.
contact details: t: 0117 4030210; e: rooms@theavongorge.com;
W: www.theavongorgehotel.com
How do I book and pay for the visits and dinners?
costs are as follows:
• dinner at the ivy £60 (3 courses and coffee, excluding wine)
• dinner at the Mansion house £98 (champagne and canapés,
three courses and coffee, wines)
• aerospace bristol £30 or tyntesﬁeld £25
booking forms and payment details (cheque or bank transfer)
available from Janet bagot, treasurer, bath & bristol branch,
phone: 01275 332941 or email: janet_bagot@yahoo.com. if you
prefer to book and pay by post please contact Janet and she
will send you a booking form.
Cancellation policy
Members will have a 14-day cooling-off period from receipt of
their payment during which they can cancel and receive a full
refund. after this, payments will not normally be refunded unless
a replacement booking is received. in exceptional circumstances
any refunds will be at the discretion of the organising committee.
And finally…
anyone planning a longer stay in bristol or wanting further
information or advice about other places to visit in the area is
welcome to contact us! bristol is a vibrant and fascinating city
and there is a great deal to do and see both in the city and in
the surrounding countryside. please get in touch with leonie
allday, chairman, bath & bristol branch, phone: 01934 876528,
mobile: 07753 662803, email: leonie@the-alldays.org.uk.
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Final Call!
thinking that you should have booked for the london festival,
or for one of the pre- or post-tours, or even for one of the
individual festival events? now is the time to do it. there are
still a few places available but so that we can ﬁnalise all the
arrangements we will be unable to accept bookings after 31st
March 2018.
the iWfs triennial international festival will take place in
london from Monday 28th May to friday 1st June. there are
still a very few places available for this exciting ﬁve-day
programme which will take you from historic palaces and livery
halls to an exclusive private members’ club and a state of the art
renowned food producer. along the way we will sample ﬁne
wines, explore a wine producing region which may surprise you,
and sample some of the best cuisine the city has to offer. the
programme culminates with a gala dinner on the friday when
we will be guests of one of the oldest trade guilds of the city of
london.
there are also a few places available on the pre- and post-tours:
the Pre-tour of Champagne (21st to 25th May) will take guests
to some of the most distinguished champagne producers large
and small. Join your luxury table-seated coach in london and sit
back and relax. the coach will deliver you to the hotel de la
paix in reims and remain with you throughout the tour and
return to london. along the way you will sample at least 28
different champagnes and enjoy gourmet cuisine with ﬁne
wines and many older distinguished vintages. you will also get
the opportunity to try your hand at sabrage – a very different
way of opening a champagne bottle.
the Post-tour of Sussex and Hampshire Wineries (4th to 8th
June) takes guests to some of the uK’s most distinguished and
innovative wine producers. this tour too picks up guests in
london and transports them by coach throughout. the tour will
stay in the Medieval village of cuckﬁeld, at the ockendon
Manor hotel. you will dine at the award winning gravetye
Manor hotel, famous for its gardens as well as its cuisine, and at
ockendon Manor itself.
there will also be a private visit to parham house, a privately
owned tudor gem, where you will tour the manor house and its
gardens and taste wines from two producers who could not be
included in the main programme.

these two tours are genuinely all-inclusive; transport and hotels
are included within the price.
staying in london there is limited opportunity to join the
Gourmet London post-festival tour. a small group of guests
will sample some of the ﬁnest restaurants in and around london
which, tragically, were unable to accommodate the whole
festival party. among the highlights will be a tour of the famous
berry bros. wine merchants. in their historic st James’s home,
you will enjoy lunch matched to some of their ﬁne wines.
outside london at bray, a visit to the famous Waterside inn has
been arranged. other restaurants to be visited will be a mixture
of the long-established and the relatively new reﬂecting the
eclectic nature of the london restaurant scene.
details of all these, as well as the process for booking, can be
found on the iWfs website at www.iwfs.org/europeafrica/events/london2018. there may also be one place
available on the irish delights tour.
on saturday 26th May before the main festival, there are all still
a few places available for an exclusive musical and historical
tour of Westminster Abbey accompanied by the purcell
singers – see the website at www.iwfs.org/europeafrica/events/purcell-tour.
for those of you who are in and around london during the
festival there are a very few spaces available for the following
individual events during the festival:
• Wine tasting, André Simon lecture by Oz Clarke and lunch at
the Merchant Taylors’ Livery Hall.
• the tuesday night Dine Around.
• Wine tasting and lunch at the Hurlingham Club (this can be
combined with the dine around).
• final night’s gala dinner at the Goldsmiths’ Livery Hall.
the last edition of the eaz food & Wine magazine has booking
details, see https://www.iwfs.org/europe-africa/publications/
latest-newsletter. or contact John nicholas (on eaz@iwfs.org)
for up to date availability and booking details. We hope that
you might, even at this late stage, consider joining what we
expect to be a memorable festival in london.

Stephanie Shepherd
chair of the london festival committee

Ian Nicol

chair of iWfs council and of the europe africa zone

